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Abstract. We use relativeK-theory to develop a common refinement of the existing theories
of metrized and hermitian Galois structures in arithmetic. As a first application, we derive
new results concerning the arithmetic properties of Galois-Gauss sums for weakly ramified
Galois extensions of number fields.
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1. Introduction

This article has two main purposes. Firstly, to develop a natural algebraic formalism that
gives a common refinement of the theory of ‘hermitian modules’ and ‘hermitian class groups’
described by Fröhlich in [22] and of the theory of ‘metrised modules’ and complexes and
‘arithmetic classgroups’ introduced by Chinburg, Pappas and Taylor in [16] and, secondly, to
show that this refined theory gives new insight on the arithmetic properties of wildly ramified
Galois-Gauss sums.

To give a few more details we fix a finite group Γ and recall that an hermitian Γ-module
is a pair comprising a finitely generated projective Γ-module together with a non-degenerate
Γ-invariant pairing on this module. Fröhlich showed that such modules are naturally classified
by a ‘discriminant’ invariant that lies in the Hermitian classgroup HCl(Γ) of Γ and is defined
in terms of idelic-valued functions on the ring RΓ of Qc-valued virtual characters of Γ.

This theory was developed with arithmetic applications in mind since for any tamely ram-
ified Galois extension of number fields L/K with Gal(L/K) = Γ the ring of algebraic integers
of L constitutes an hermitian Γ-module when endowed with its natural trace pairing. In this
setting, Fröhlich conjectured, and Cassou-Noguès and Taylor subsequently proved ([13]), that
the corresponding discriminant element uniquely characterises the Artin root numbers of ir-
reducible complex symplectic characters of Γ. The latter result is commonly regarded as the
highlight of classical ‘Galois module theory’, as had been developed in the 1970’s and 1980’s
(for more details see [22])

To develop an analogous theory in the setting of arithmetic schemes admitting a tame
action of Γ, Chinburg, Pappas and Taylor subsequently defined a metrised Γ-module (respec-
tively, complex of Γ-modules) to be a pair comprising a finitely generated projective Γ-module
and a collection of suitable metrics on the isotypic components of the complexified module
(respectively, a perfect complex of Γ-modules together with metrics on the isotypic compo-
nents of the complexified cohomomology modules). To classify such structures they defined
the Arithmetic classgroup A(Γ) of Γ in terms of idelic-valued functions on RΓ and showed
each metrised Γ-module (respectively complex) gives rise to an associated invariant in A(Γ).

To describe a common refinement of the above algebraic theories we construct canonical
homomorphisms Πmet

Γ and Πherm
Γ from the relative algebraic K0-group K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) of the

ring inclusion Z[Γ] → Qc[Γ] to the group A(Γ) and to a natural extension of the group
HCl(Γ) respectively. We then show that Πmet

Γ and Πherm
Γ send each of the natural generating

elements of K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]), respectively of the subgroup K0(Z[Γ],Q[Γ]) of K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]),
to the difference of the natural invariants of two metrised modules in A(Γ), respectively of the
discriminants of two hermitian modules in HCl(Γ). To define the homomorphisms Πmet

Γ and

Πherm
Γ we rely on a description of the group K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) in terms of idelic-valued functions

on RΓ that is proved by Agboola and the first author in [1].
The strategy to apply this theory in arithmetic settings is then twofold. Firstly, in any given

setting, one hopes to identify a canonical element of K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) that at least one of Πmet
Γ

or Πherm
Γ sends to arithmetic invariants that have been considered previously. Then one can

hope to prove, or at least to formulate conjecturally, a precise relation in K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) that
projects (under either Πmet

Γ or Πherm
Γ or both) to recover pre-existing results, or conjectures,

in A(Γ) and HCl(Γ).
In any case in which this can be achieved one can expect three significant outcomes. Firstly,

one will obtain strong refinements of earlier results since both Πmet
Γ and Πherm

Γ have large
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kernels. Secondly, one will obtain an explanation of any parallel aspects of the nature of earlier
results in A(Γ) and HCl(Γ). Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, since K0(Z[Γ],Q[Γ]) has
a canonical direct sum decomposition as

⊕
`K0(Z`[Γ],Q`[Γ]), where ` runs over all primes,

theorems and conjectures in A(Γ) and HCl(Γ) that appeared to be intrinsically global in
nature are replaced by problems that can admit natural local decompositions and hence
become easier to study.

Whilst there is no guarantee that this strategy can work in all natural settings, in this
article we show that it works well in the setting of hermitian and metrised modules that arise
from fractional ideals of number fields and their links to classical Galois-Gauss sums.

In addition, in a separate article it will be shown that the same approach can also be used to
refine the theory of Chinburg, Pappas and Taylor related to connections between the Zariski
cohomology complexes of sheaves of differentials on arithmetic schemes with a tame action of
a finite group and the associated epsilon constants and, in particular, to explain the strong
similarity between the results obtained in [16] and [17].

A little more precisely, in the present article we first use the above approach in the setting of
tamely ramified extensions of number fields to quickly both refine and extend previous results
of Chinburg and the first author in [12] related to the links between Galois-Gauss sums and
the hermitian modules comprising fractional powers of the different of L/K endowed with the
natural trace pairing.

In the main body of the article we then consider wildly ramified Galois-Gauss sums. Whilst
the arithmetic properties of such sums are still in general poorly understood, significant
progress has been made by Erez and others (see, for example, [20]) in the case of Galois
extensions L/K that are both of odd degree and ‘weakly ramified’ in the sense of [19]. We
recall, in particular, that under these hypotheses there exists a unique fractional ideal AL/K
of L the square of which is equal to the inverse of the different of L/K and that the Hermitian-
Galois structure of AL/K has been shown in special cases to be closely linked to the properties
of Galois-Gauss sums twisted by second Adams operators.

Following the general strategy described above, we shall now show that for any such ex-
tension L/K, with Gal(L/K) = Γ, there exists a canonical element aL/K of K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ])
that simultaneously controls both the hermitian and metrised structures that are naturally
associated to AL/K .

We prove that aL/K belongs to, and has finite order in, K0(Z[Γ],Q[Γ]) and also that it
behaves well functorially under change of extension. We also show that aL/K has a canonical
decomposition as a sum of elements constructed from local fields and then use this decom-
position both to compute aL/K explicitly in several important cases and, in the general case,
to formulate (in Conjecture 7.2) a precise conjectural description of aL/K in terms of local
‘Galois-Jacobi’ sums and canonical classes. We show that this conjecture is equivalent to a
special case of the ‘local epsilon constant conjecture’ formulated by Breuning [10] and hence
provides a first concrete link between the theory of the square root of the inverse different
and the general framework of Tamagawa number conjectures that originated with Bloch and
Kato.

By using these results we derive several unconditional results concerning the hermitian and
metrised structures associated to AL/K and thereby, for example, extend the main results of
Erez and Taylor in [20].
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At the same time, we find that the approach gives a new, and effective, strategy for proving
the epsilon constant conjecture formulated by the first and second authors in [2] for certain
infinite families of wildly ramified Galois extensions of number fields.

To give a yet more concrete example of the insight that arises in this way we recall that
in [37] Vinatier conjectures AL/K is a free Γ-module when K = Q and is able, by using the
connection to twisted Galois-Gauss sums, to prove this conjecture if the decomposition groups
in Gal(L/Q) of each wildly ramified prime are abelian (see [35]). The conjecture is also known
to hold if L/Q is tamely ramified by the work of Erez in [19]. However, aside from numerical
verifications in a small (finite) number of cases (see [36]), there is still essentially nothing
known about this conjecture in the non-abelian weakly and wildly ramified case.

By contrast, applying our approach in this setting now allows us to show easily that
Vinatier’s Conjecture naturally decomposes into a family of corresponding conjectures con-
cerning extensions of local fields. This observation leads directly to a general ‘finiteness result’
for Vinatier’s Conjecture and hence renders the conjecture accessible to effective computation.
In particular, in this way we are able to prove the conjecture for several infinite families of
non-abelian wildly ramified Galois extensions.

Although we do not pursue it here, we believe it likely that the same local approach would
also shed light on several of the explicit questions that were recently raised by Caputo and
Vinatier in the introduction to [15].

Finally, we would like to note that much of this work grew out of the King’s College London
PhD Thesis [23] of the third author.

Acknowledgement We are very grateful to Stéphane Vinatier for interesting correspon-
dence and to Claus Fieker for his valuable help with the computation of the automorphism
groups for the degree 63 extensions that are discussed in §10.2.

Part I: The general approach and first examples

In this part of the article we shall first review some basic facts concerning relative algebraic
K-theory and the theories of both Arithmetic and Hermitian classgroups. We then establish a
new link between these theories that will play a key role in subsequent arithmetic applications.

Throughout the section we illustrate abstract definitions and results by means of arithmetic
examples that are motivated by our later applications.

For any Galois extension of fields F/E we set G(F/E) := Gal(F/E). We write Qc for the
algebraic closure of Q in C and for any number field E ⊆ Qc we also write ΩE for the absolute
Galois group G(Qc/E).

For any finite group Γ we write Γ̂ for the set of irreducible Qc-valued characters of Γ. If `

denotes a rational prime, then we write Γ̂` for the set of irreducible Qc
`-valued characters.

2. Relative K-theory, metric structures and hermitian structures

2.1. Relative algebraic K-theory. We fix a finite group Γ and a Dedekind domain R of
characteristic zero and write F for the field of fractions of R.

For any extension field E of F and any R[Γ]-module M we set ME := E ⊗R M and for
any homomorphism φ : M → N of R[Γ]-modules we write φE : ME → NE for the induced
homomorphism of E[Γ]-modules.
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2.1.1. We write K0(R[Γ], E[Γ]) for the relative algebraic K0-group that arises from the in-
clusion of rings R[Γ] ⊂ E[Γ] and we use the description of this group in terms of explicit
generators and relations that is given by Swan in [32, p. 215].

We recall in particular that in this description each element of K0(R[Γ], E[Γ]) is represented
by a triple [P, φ,Q] where P and Q are finitely generated projective left R[Γ]-modules and
φ : PE −→ QE is an isomorphism of (left) E[Γ]-modules.

We write Cl(R[Γ]) for the reduced projective classgroup of R[Γ] (as discussed in [18, §49])
and often use the fact that there exists a canonical exact commutative diagram

(1)

K1(R[Γ]) −−−−→ K1(E[Γ])
∂1
R,E,Γ−−−−→ K0(R[Γ], E[Γ])

∂0
R,E,Γ−−−−→ Cl(R[Γ])∥∥∥ ι

x ι′
x ∥∥∥

K1(R[Γ]) −−−−→ K1(F [Γ])
∂1
R,F,Γ−−−−→ K0(R[Γ], F [Γ])

∂0
R,F,Γ−−−−→ Cl(R[Γ]).

Here the map ι is induced by the inclusion F [Γ] ⊆ E[Γ] and ι′ sends each element [P, φ,Q] to
[P,E⊗F φ,Q]. These maps are injective and will usually be regarded as inclusions. The map
∂0
R,E,Γ sends each element [P, φ,Q] to [P ]− [Q]. (For details of all the other homomorphisms

that occur above see [32, Th. 15.5].)
We write K0T (R[Γ]) for the Grothendieck group of finite R[Γ]-modules that are of finite

projective dimension and recall that there are natural isomorphisms of abelian groups

(2) K0T (R[Γ]) ∼= K0(R[Γ], F [Γ]) ∼=
⊕
v

K0(Rv[Γ], Fv[Γ]).

We choose the normalisation of the first isomorphism so that for any finite R[Γ]-module M

of finite projective dimension, and any resolution of the form 0→ P
θ−→ P ′ → M → 0, where

the modules P and P ′ are finitely generated and projective, the class of M in K0T (R[Γ]) is
sent to [P, θF , P

′]. In addition, the direct sum in (2) runs over all non-archimedean places v
of F and the second isomorphism is the diagonal map induced by the homomorphisms

πΓ,v : K0(R[Γ], F [Γ])→ K0(Rv[Γ], Fv[Γ])

that sends each element [X, ξ, Y ] to [Xv, ξv, Yv], where we set Xv := Rv⊗RX and ξv := Fv⊗F ξ.
We write ζ(A) for the centre of a ring A. Then to compute in K1(E[Γ]) one uses the

‘reduced norm’ homomorphism

NrdE[Γ] : K1(E[Γ])→ ζ(E[Γ])×

which sends the class of each pair (V, φ), where V is a finitely generated free E[Γ]-module
and φ is an automorphism of V (as E[Γ]-module), to the reduced norm of φ, considered as an
element of the semisimple E-algebra EndE[Γ](V ). If E ⊆ Qc is a number field and |Γ| is odd,
then NrdE[Γ] is bijective by the Hasse-Schilling-Maass Norm Theorem (cf. [18, Th. (45.3)]).
The same is true for algebraically closed fields and p-adic fields. In particular we write

(3) δΓ : ζ(Qc[Γ])× → K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ])

for the composite ∂1
Z,Qc,Γ ◦ (NrdQc[Γ])

−1. For a rational prime ` we write

δΓ,` : ζ(Qc
`[Γ])× → K0(Z`[Γ],Qc

`[Γ])
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for the composite ∂1
Z`,Qc` ,Γ

◦ (NrdQc` [Γ])
−1.

2.1.2. In the sequel we make much use of the fact that K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) can be explicitly
described in terms of idelic-valued functions on the characters of Γ.

To recall this description we write RΓ for the free abelian group on Γ̂. Then the Galois

group ΩQ acts on RΓ via the rule (ω ◦ χ)(γ) = ω(χ(γ)) for every ω ∈ ΩQ, χ ∈ Γ̂ and γ ∈ Γ.
For each a in GLn(Qc[Γ]) we define an element Det(a) of Hom(RΓ,Qc×) in the following

way: if T is a representation over Qc which has character φ, then Det(a)(φ) := det(T (a)).
This definition depends only on φ and not on the choice of representation T . Analogously, if
w denotes a finite place of Qc, then each element a of GLn(Qc

w[Γ]) defines a homomorphism
Det(a) : RΓ −→ (Qc

w)× .
We write Jf (Qc[Γ]) for the group of finite ideles of Qc[Γ] and view Q[Γ]× as a sub-

group of Jf (Qc[Γ]) via the natural diagonal embedding. In particular, if a is any ele-
ment of GLn(Jf (Qc[Γ])) the above approach allows one to define an element Det(a) of
Hom(RΓ, Jf (Qc)) which is easily seen to be ΩQ-equivariant. We set

Uf (Z[Γ]) :=
∏
`

Z`[Γ]× ⊂ Jf (Q[Γ]),

with the product taken over all primes `, and then define a homomorphism

(4) ∆rel
Γ : Det(Q[G]×)→

Hom(RΓ, Jf (Qc))ΩQ

Det(Uf (Z[Γ]))
×Det(Qc[Γ]×); θ 7→ ([θ], θ−1)

where [θ] denotes the class of θ modulo Det(Uf (Z[Γ])). We recall that by the Hasse-Schilling-
Maass norm theorem

Det(Q[G]×) = Hom+(RΓ,Qc×)ΩQ

where the right hand expression denotes Galois equivariant homomorphisms whose values on
RsΓ, the group of virtual symplectic characters, are totally positive. In particular, if Γ has odd

order, then Det(Q[G]×) = Hom(RΓ,Qc×)ΩQ

It is shown in [1, Th. 3.5] that there is a natural isomorphism of abelian groups

hrel
Γ : K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ])

∼−→ Cok(∆rel
Γ ).

We shall often use the explicit description of this map given in the following result (taken
from [1, Rem. 3.8]).

In the sequel for any ordered set of d elements {ej}1≤j≤d we write ej for the d× 1 column
vector with j-th entry ej .

In addition, for any Γ-modules X and Y we write IsQ[Γ](XQ, YQ) for the set of isomorphisms
of Q[Γ]-modules XQ → YQ.

Lemma 2.1. Let c = [X, ξ, Y ] be an element of K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) with locally free Z[Γ]-modules

X and Y of rank d. Choose a Q[Γ]-basis {yj0} of YQ and, for each rational prime p, a Zp[Γ]-

basis {yjp} of Yp and an Zp[Γ]-basis {xjp} of Xp and define µp to be the element of GLd(Qp[Γ])

which satisfies yjp = µp · yj0. Fix θ in IsQ[Γ](XQ, YQ), note {θ−1(yj0)} is a Q[Γ]-basis of XQ and

write λp for the matrix in GLd(Qp[Γ]) with xjp = λp · θ−1(yj0). Finally, write µ for the matrix

in GLd(Qc[Γ]) that represents ξ ◦ (θ−1 ⊗Q Qc) with respect to the Qc[Γ]-basis {yj} of YQc.
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Then the element hrel
Γ (c) is represented by the homomorphism pair(∏

p

Det(λp · µ−1
p )

)
×Det(µ) ∈ Hom(RΓ, Jf (Qc))ΩQ ×Det(Qc[Γ]×).

2.1.3. We give a first example of elements of relative algebraic K-groups that naturally arise
in arithmetic contexts.

To do this we fix a finite Galois extension of number fields L/K and set G := G(L/K).
Since Qc ⊂ C we identity the set Σ(L) of field embeddings L→ Qc with the set of embeddings
L→ C and we write HL :=

∏
Σ(L) Z.

Then the natural action of G on Σ(L) endows HL with the structure of a G-module (ex-
plicitly, if {wσ : σ ∈ Σ(L)} is the canonical Z-basis of HL, then γwσ = wσ◦γ−1). This module
is free of rank [K : Q] since, if one fixes an extension σ̂ in Σ(L) of each σ in Σ(K), then the
set {wσ̂}σ∈Σ(K) is a basis of HL over Z[G].

In addition, the map

κL : Qc ⊗Q L→
∏
Σ(L)

Qc = Qc ⊗Z HL

that sends each element z ⊗ ` to (σ(`)z)σ∈Σ(L) is then an isomorphism of Qc[G]-modules.
As a result, any full projective Z[G]-sublattice L of L gives rise to an associated element

[L, κL, HL]

of K0(Z[G],Qc[G]).
In the case that L is an OK [G]-module the recipe in Lemma 2.1 gives rise to a useful

description of this element that we record in the next result.
In this result (and the sequel) we use the following notation. For each element b of L with

L = K[G] · b and each character χ in Ĝ that is represented by a homomorphism of the form
Tχ : G→ GLnχ(Qc), one defines a resolvent element

(b | χ) := det(
∑
g∈G

g(b)Tχ(g−1))

and then an associated ‘norm-resolvent’ by setting

NK/Q(b | χ) :=
∏
ω

(b | χω−1
)ω,

where ω runs through a transversal of ΩQ modulo ΩK .
For each finite place v of K we write Kv for the completion of K at v and note that

Lv := L ⊗K Kv '
∏
w|v Lw is a free Kv[G]-module of rank one. Then, in the same way as

above, for each element bv in Lv such that Lv = Kv[G] · bv we define an idelic-valued resolvent
(bv | χ) and an idelic-valued norm resolvent NK/Q(bv | χ) (for more details see [12, § 4.1]).
For an OK-module L we also set Lv := L ⊗OK OKv .
Lemma 2.2. Fix a Z-basis {aσ}σ∈Σ(K) of OK , an element b of L such that L = K[G] · b and,
for each finite place v of K, an element bv of Lv such that Lv = OKv [G] · bv.

Then the element hrel
G ([L, κL, HL]) is represented by the homomorphism pair (θ1θ

−1
2 , θ2θ3)

where for χ in Ĝ one has

θ1(χ) :=
∏
v

NK/Q(bv | χ), θ2(χ) := NK/Q(b | χ), θ3(χ) := δ
χ(1)
K
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with δK := det(τ(aσ))σ,τ∈Σ(K).

Proof. Since HL is a free G-module, in terms of the notation of Lemma 2.1 we can and will

use the basis {yj0} = {yjp} = {wσ̂}σ∈Σ(K) so that µp is the identity matrix for every prime p.
We write θb : L −→ HL,Q for the Q[G]-linear isomorphism that sends each element aσ · b

to wσ̂.
For each prime p we set OK,p := Zp ⊗Z OK '

∏
v|pOKv and Lp := Zp ⊗Z L '

∏
v|p Lv. We

note that the element bp := (bv)v|p is a OK,p[G]-generator of Lp and that the homomorphism

of Zp[G]-modules θbp : Lp −→ HL,p that sends each element aσ · bp to wσ̂ is bijective.

For the basis {xjp} that occurs in the statement of Lemma 2.1 we choose {aσ ·bp}σ∈Σ(K) and

then write λp for the matrix in GLd(Qp[G]) which satisfies aσ · bp = λp · θ−1
b (wσ̂). We note, in

particular, that λp is the coordinate matrix of the Qp[G]-linear map (Qc
p⊗Qθb)◦(Qc

p⊗Zp θbp)
−1

with respect to the basis {wσ̂}.
Then Lemma 2.1 implies that hrel

G ([L, κLHL]) is represented by the homomorphism pair(∏
p Det(λp)

)
×Det(µ) where µ is the coordinate matrix in GLd(Qc[G]) of κL ◦ (Qc⊗Q θb)

−1

with respect to the basis {wσ̂}.
In addition, from [2, (16) and (17)], one knows that Det(µ)(χ) = δ

χ(1)
K · NK/Q(b | χ) for

each character χ.
Finally to compute each homomorphism Det(λp) we note that

(Qc
p ⊗Q θb) ◦ (Qc

p ⊗Qp θbp)
−1 = ((Qc

p ⊗Q θb) ◦ (Qc
p ⊗Qc κL)−1) ◦ ((Qc

p ⊗Qc κL) ◦ (Qc
p ⊗Zp θbp)

−1)

and write λp,2 for the coordinate matrix of (Qc
p ⊗Qc κL) ◦ (Qc

p ⊗Zp θbp)
−1.

Then using similar computations to those used to derive [2, (16) and (17)] one finds that
for each character χ one has

Det(λp,2)(χ) = NK/Q(bp | χ) =
∏
v|p

NK/Q(bv | χ),

as required to complete the proof. �

2.2. Hermitian Modules and Classgroups. In this section we recall some of the basic
theory of Hermitian Modules and Classgroups. For more details see Fröhlich [22, Chap. II].
Note however, that in contrast to the convention used in loc. cit. we consider all modules as
left modules.

Definition 2.3. A Hermitian form on a Γ-module X is a nondegenerate bilinear map

h : XQ ×XQ → Q[Γ]

that is Q[Γ]-linear in the first variable and satisfies h(x, y) = h(y, x)] with z 7→ z] the Q-linear
anti-involution of Q[Γ] which inverts elements of Γ.

A Hermitian Γ-module is a pair (X,h) comprising a finitely generated projective Γ-module
X and a hermitian form h on X.

Example 2.4. For any number field K and any finite group Γ we extend the field-theoretic
trace trK/Q : K → Q to a linear map K[Γ] → Q[Γ] by applying it to the coefficients of each
element of K[Γ].
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This action then gives rise to a hermitian form

tK[Γ] : K[Γ]×K[Γ]→ Q[Γ]

by setting tK[Γ](x, y) = trK/Q(xy). In particular, since OK is a free Z-module the pair
(OK [Γ], tK[Γ]) is a hermitian Γ-module.

Example 2.5. For any finite Galois extension L/K of number fields, with G = G(L/K), one
obtains a hermitian form

tL/K : L× L→ Q[G]

by setting tL/K(x, y) =
∑

g∈G trL/Q(x · g(y))g. For each full projective G-sublattice L of L

the pair (L, tL/K) is then a hermitian G-module.

Example 2.6. Let X1 and X2 be finitely generated projective Γ-modules and ξ an isomorphism
of Q[Γ]-modules X2,Q ∼= X1,Q. For any hermitian form h on X1 we define the ‘pullback of h
through ξ’ to be the hermitian form ξ∗(h) on X2 that satisfies

ξ∗(h)(x2, y2) = h(ξ(x2), ξ(y2))

for all x2, y2 ∈ X2.

To classify general hermitian Γ-modules Fröhlich defined (see, for example, [22, Chap. II,
(5.3)]) the ‘hermitian classgroup’ HCl(Γ) of Γ to be the cokernel of the homomorphism

(5) ∆herm
Γ : Det(Q[Γ]×)→ Hom(RΓ, Jf(Qc))ΩQ

Det(Uf(Z[Γ]))
×Hom(Rs

Γ,Qc×)ΩQ ; θ 7→ ([θ]−1, θs)

where RsΓ denotes the subgroup of RΓ generated by the set of irreducible symplectic characters
of Γ and θs denotes the restriction of θ to RsΓ.

To each hermitian Γ-module (X,h) Fröhlich then associated a canonical ’discriminant’
element Disc(X,h) in HCl(Γ) that is defined explicitly as follows.

Definition 2.7. Let (X,h) be a hermitian Γ-module and write d for the rank of the free Q[Γ]-

module XQ. Choose a Q[Γ]-basis {xj0} of XQ and, for each prime p, a Zp[Γ]-basis {xjp} of Xp.

Then there exists an element λp of GLd(Qp[Γ]) with xjp = λp · xj0 and the ‘discriminant class’

Disc(X,h) is the element of HCl(Γ) represented by the pair(∏
p

Det(λp),Pf(h(xi0, x
j
0))

)
.

Here Pf is the ‘Pfaffian’ function in Hom(Rs
Γ,Qc×) defined in [22, Chap. II, Prop. 4.3].

We end this section with a new definition that will be useful in the sequel.

Definition 2.8. The ‘extended Hermitian classgroup’ eHCl(Γ) of Γ is defined to the cokernel
of the homomorphism that is defined just as ∆herm

Γ except that the term Hom(Rs
Γ,Qc×)ΩQ on

the right hand side of (5) is replaced by Hom(Rs
Γ,Qc×). We regard HCl(Γ) as a subgroup of

eHCl(Γ) in the obvious way.
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2.3. Metrised modules and Classgroups. We quickly recall the definition of metrised
modules and class groups. For further details we refer the reader to [16, §2 and §3.1].

For each φ in Γ̂ we write Wφ for the Wedderburn component of Qc[Γ] which corresponds

to the contragredient character φ of φ. Thus Wφ has character φ(1)φ.
For any Qc[Γ]-module X we then set

Xφ :=
∧top

Qc
(X ⊗Qc Wφ)Γ,

where ‘
∧top

Qc ’ denotes the highest exterior power over Qc which is non-zero, and Γ acts diago-

nally on the tensor product. We recall from [16, Lem. 2.3] that Xφ 'W φX.
Recall that Qc is the algebraic closure of Q in C. We write σ∞ : Qc → C for the inclusion

and z for the conjugate of a complex number z.

Definition 2.9. A metrised Γ-module is a pair
(
X, {|| · ||φ}φ∈Γ̂

)
comprising a finitely generated

projective Γ-module X and a set {|| · ||φ}φ∈Γ̂
of metrics on the complex lines C⊗QcXφ induced

by positive definite hermitian forms µφ on the spaces C⊗Qc Xφ.

In this situation, we usually abbreviate
(
X, {|| · ||φ}φ∈Γ̂

)
to (X,µ•) and note that for each

φ in Γ̂ and each element x of C⊗Qc Xφ one has ||x||2φ = µφ(x, x).

Example 2.10. An important special case occurs when µφ arises as the ‘highest exterior power’
of a positive definite hermitian form µ̃φ on the space

(X ⊗Z Wφ)Γ ⊗Qc C = ((X ⊗Z C)⊗C (Wφ ⊗Qc C))Γ.

In this case, for any C-basis v1, . . . , vd of this space one has

||v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vd||2φ = det((µ̃φ(vi, vj)1≤i,j≤d)).

Let Γ be a finite group. Then the standard Γ-equivariant positive definite hermitian form
µC[Γ] on C[Γ] is defined (for example, in [16, § 2.1]) by setting

µC[Γ]

∑
g∈Γ

xgg,
∑
h∈Γ

yhh

 =
∑
g∈Γ

xgyg.

The associated C[Γ]-valued hermitian form is the so-called ‘multiplication form’

µ̂C[Γ] : C[Γ]× C[Γ] −→ C[Γ]

that sends each pair (x, y) to x ·y, where we extend complex conjugation to an anti-involution
on C[Γ] by setting ∑

γ∈Γ

aγγ :=
∑
γ∈Γ

aγγ
−1.

Example 2.11. In this example we use the hypotheses and notation of §2.1.3.
(i) We write µL for the (unique) Γ-equivariant positive definite hermitian form on C⊗ZHL

that satisfies

µL

 ∑
σ∈Σ(L)

xσwσ,
∑

σ∈Σ(L)

yσwσ

 =
∑

σ∈Σ(L)

xσyσ.
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For each φ ∈ Γ̂ the form µL together with the restriction of µC[Γ] on C ⊗Qc Wφ induces a
positive definite hermitian form µ̃L,φ on the tensor product

((C⊗Z HL)⊗C (C⊗Qc Wφ))Γ = C⊗Qc (HL ⊗Z Wφ)Γ .

We then write µL,φ for the positive definite hermitian form on

C⊗Qc
∧top

Qc
(HL ⊗Z Wφ)Γ =

∧top

C

(
C⊗Qc (HL ⊗Z Wφ)Γ

)
that is obtained as the highest exterior power of µ̃L,φ (as per the discussion in Example 2.10).
The induced metric

µL,• := {µL,φ}φ∈Γ̂

on HL plays an important role in the sequel.

(ii) There is a Γ-equivariant positive definite hermitian form hL on C⊗Q L defined by

hL(z1 ⊗m, z2 ⊗ n) = z1z2

∑
σ∈Σ(L)

σ(m)σ(n).

(This form is a scalar multiple of the ‘Hecke form’ defined by Chinburg, Pappas and Taylor in

[16, §5.2].) For each φ in Γ̂ we write hL,φ for the positive definite hermitian form on (C⊗QL)φ
that is obtained as the highest exterior power of the form on (L ⊗Q Wφ)G which is induced
by hL on C⊗Q L and by the restriction of µC[Γ] on C⊗Qc Wφ.

We set
hL,• := {hL,φ}φ∈Γ̂

and note that if L is any full projective Z[Γ]-sublattice of L, then the pair (L, hL,•) is naturally
a metrised Γ-module.

Example 2.12. Let E ⊆ Qc be a subfield and let X1 and X2 be finitely generated locally-free

Z[Γ]-modules. Let ξ denote an isomorphism of E[Γ]-modules X2,E
∼= X1,E . For each φ in Γ̂

we write
ξφ : (X2 ⊗Z Qc)φ ⊗Qc C ∼= (X1 ⊗Z Qc)φ ⊗Qc C

for the isomorphism of complex lines which is induced by ξ. If h is any metric on X1, then
we define the ‘pullback’ of h under ξ to be the (unique) metric ξ∗(h) on X2 which satisfies

ξ∗(h)φ(z) = hφ(ξφ(z))

for all φ ∈ Γ̂ and z ∈ (X2 ⊗Z Qc)φ ⊗Qc C.

In order to classify metrised Γ-modules Chinburg, Pappas and Taylor ([16, §3.1 and §3.2])
defined the arithmetic classgroup A(Γ) of Γ to be the cokernel of the homomorphism

∆met
Γ : Det(Q[Γ]×)→ Hom(RΓ, Jf(Qc))ΩQ

Det(Uf(Z[Γ]))
×Hom(RΓ,R×>0); θ 7→ ([θ], |θ|)

where we write |θ| for the homomorphism which sends each character φ in Γ̂ to |θ(φ)|−1. Note
that we adopt here the convention of [1, §4.2 and Rem. 4.4], i.e. our |θ| is the inverse of the
map |θ| used in [16].

To each metrised Γ-module (X,h) one can then associate a canonical ‘arithmetic class’
[X,h] in A(Γ).

We next recall the explicit definition of this element from [16, §3.2] (see also [1, Rem. 4.6])
and to do this we use the notation of Lemma 2.1.
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Definition 2.13. Let (X,µ•) be a metrised Γ-module, with X locally-free over Z[Γ] of rank d.

Choose a Q[Γ]-basis {xj0} of XQ and, for each prime p, a Zp[Γ]-basis {xjp} of Xp. Then there

exists an element λp of GLd(Qp[Γ]) such that xjp = λp · xj0.

For each x in XQ we set r(x) :=
∑

γ∈Γ γ(x)⊗ γ ∈ X ⊗Z Qc[Γ] and note that for each w in

Wφ one has r(x)(1⊗w) ∈ (X ⊗ZWφ)Γ where for each w in Wφ the action of r(x) on 1⊗w is
defined by r(x)(1⊗ w) :=

∑
γ∈Γ γ(x)⊗ γ(w).

Let {wφ,k}1≤k≤φ(1)2 be a Qc-basis of Wφ that is orthonormal with respect to the restriction

of µC[Γ] to Wφ. Then the set {r(xj0)(1 ⊗ wφ,k)}j,k is an Qc-basis of (X ⊗Z Wφ)Γ and so∧
j

∧
k r(x

j
0)(1⊗ wφ,k) is an Qc-basis of (X ⊗Z Qc)φ.

We then define [X,µ•] to be the element of A(Γ) that is represented by the homomorphism

on RΓ which sends each character φ ∈ Γ̂ to

(6)
∏
p

Det(λp)(φ)×

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∧

j

∧
k

r(xj0)(1⊗ wφ,k)

⊗ 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1/φ(1)

φ

∈ Jf (Qc)× R×>0.

We note that it is straightforward to show that [X,µ] is independent of the precise choices of

bases {xj0}, {x
j
p} and {wφ,k}.

As a simple example, we apply the above recipe in the setting of Example 2.11(i). The
following result will play an important role in a later argument.

Lemma 2.14. In terms of the notation of Example 2.11(i) the element [HL, µL,•] of A(G) is

represented by the pair (1, θ) where θ sends each character φ of Ĝ to |G|[K:Q]
φ(1)

2 .

Proof. If X = HL and µ• = µL,•, then in the notation of Definition 2.13 we can take both

{xj0} and {xjp} to be the basis {wσ̂}σ∈Σ(K) described in §2.1.3 and so λp = 1.

In addition, for a character φ in Ĝ, embeddings σ and τ in Σ(K) and integers k and ` with
1 ≤ k, ` ≤ φ(1)2 one has

(µL ⊗ µC[G])(r(wσ̂)(1⊗ wφ,k), r(wτ̂ )(1⊗ wφ,`))

= (µL ⊗ µC[G])(
∑
g∈G

g(wσ̂)⊗ g(wφ,k),
∑
h∈G

h(wτ̂ )⊗ h(wφ,`))

=
∑
g,h

µL(g(wσ̂), h(wτ̂ )) · µC[G](g(wφ,k), h(wφ,`))

=
∑
g,h

δg,hδσ̂,τ̂ · µC[G](g(wφ,k), h(wφ,`))

= δσ̂,τ̂δk,` · |G|.
From the explicit description given in Example 2.10 it thus follows that the second compo-

nent of the representative (6) is equal to the φ(1)-st root of

det
(
(δσ̂,τ̂δk,` · |G|)(σ,k),(τ,`)

)1/2
= |G|[K:Q]·φ(1)2/2,

as suffices to give the claimed result. �
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3. Canonical homomorphisms and the universal diagram

In this section we establish a direct link between relative algebraicK-theory and the theories
of metrised and hermitian modules. The existence of such a link plays a key role in subsequent
arithmetic results.

For any finite group Γ we abbreviate Cl(Z[Γ]) to Cl(Γ) and we recall that there is a natural
isomorphism of abelian groups

hred
Γ : Cl(Γ) ∼= Cok(∆red

Γ )

where ∆red
Γ denotes the homomorphism

∆red
Γ : Hom(RΓ,Qc×)ΩQ →

Hom(RΓ, Jf (Qc))ΩQ

Det(Uf (Z[Γ]))
; θ 7→ [θ].

Remark 3.1. We normalise the isomorphism hred
Γ as in [21, Rem. 1, p. 21]. To be specific, if X

is a finitely generated projective Z[Γ]-module, then one can give an explicit representative of

the class hred
Γ ([X]) as follows. We choose a Q[Γ]-basis {xj0} of XQ and, for each rational prime

p, a Zp[Γ]-basis {xjp} of Xp. Let λp be the matrix in GLd(Qp[Γ]) which satisfies xjp = λp · xj0.

Then hred
Γ ([X]) is represented by the function (

∏
p Det(λp)).

In the next result we shall use the canonical homomorphisms (of abelian groups)

∂1,1
Γ : Cok(∆rel

Γ ) −→ A(Γ), ([θ1], θ2) 7→ ([θ1], |θ2|)
∂2,1

Γ : Cok(∆rel
Γ ) −→ eHCl(Γ), ([θ1], θ2) 7→ ([θ1], θs2)

∂1,2
Γ : A(Γ) −→ Cok(∆red

Γ ), ([θ1], θ2) 7→ [θ1]

∂2,2
Γ : eHCl(Γ) −→ Cok(∆red

Γ ), ([θ1], θ2) 7→ [θ1].

We shall also use the following composite homomorphisms (defined using the isomorphisms
hrel

Γ and hred
Γ )

Πmet
Γ := ∂1,1

Γ ◦ hrel
Γ : K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) −→ A(Γ),

Πherm
Γ := ∂2,1

Γ ◦ hrel
Γ : K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) −→ eHCl(Γ),

∂met
Γ :=

(
hred

Γ

)−1 ◦ ∂1,2
Γ : A(Γ) −→ Cl(Γ),

∂herm
Γ :=

(
hred

Γ

)−1 ◦ ∂2,2
Γ : eHCl(Γ) −→ Cl(Γ),

For convenience we shall use the same notation ∂herm
Γ to denote the restriction of ∂herm

Γ to
the subgroup HCl(Γ).

Theorem 3.2.

(i) The homomorphism Πmet
Γ sends each class [X, ξ, Y ] to [X, ξ∗(µ)]− [Y, µ] for any choice

of metric µ on Y .
(ii) The homomorphism Πherm

Γ sends each element [X, ξ, Y ] of the subgroup K0(Z[Γ],Q[Γ])
to Disc(X, ξ∗(h))−Disc(Y, h) for any choice of hermitian form h on Y .

(iii) The homomorphism ∂met
Γ sends the class [X,h] of a metrized module (X,h) to the

class [X].
(iv) The homomorphism ∂herm

Γ sends the discriminant Disc(X,h) of a hermitian module
(X,h) to the class [X].
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(v) The following diagram commutes.

A(Γ)

∂met
Γ

��

∂1,2
Γ

((

Cok(∆rel
Γ )

∂2,1
Γ

%%

∂1,1
Γ

55

K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ])

Πmet
Γ

<<

Πherm
Γ

��

hrel
Γ

∼oo
∂0
Z,Qc,Γ

// Cl(Γ)
∼
hred

Γ

// Cok(∆red
Γ )

K0T(Γ)

ΥΓ

��

ιΓ
gg

∂Γ

::

HCl(Γ)

��

δ′′Γ

GG

eHCl(Γ)

∂herm
Γ

LL

∂2,2
Γ

;;

Here the unlabeled arrow is the natural inclusion HCl(Γ)→ eHCl(Γ) and the remaining
homomorphisms that are not defined above are as follows.

– ιΓ is the composition of the first isomorphism in (2) and the natural inclusion
K0(Z[Γ],Q[Γ])→ K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]),

– ΥΓ is the homomorphism defined by Fröhlich in [22, Chap. 2, §6],
– ∂Γ is the canonical map (as described in [22, Chap. 1, (1.3)]) ,
– δ′′Γ the homomorphism described in [22, Chap. 2, (6.16)].

(For further details of these maps see the argument below.)

Proof. Claim (i) is proved by Agboola and the first author in [1, Th. 4.11].
To prove claim (ii) we write d for the Q[Γ]-rank of XQ ∼= YQ and, just as in Definition 2.13,

we fix a Q[Γ]-basis {xj0}1≤j≤d of XQ and also, for each prime p, Zp[Γ]-bases {xjp}1≤j≤d of Xp

and {yjp}1≤j≤d of Yp.

We write λp and µp for the (unique) elements of GLd(Qp[Γ]) with xjp = λp · xj0 and yjp =

µp · ξ(xj0), where in the last equality we use the fact that {ξ(xj0)}1≤j≤d is a Q[Γ]-basis of YQ.

Then the explicit definition of hrel
Γ as described in Lemma 2.1 ensures that hrel

Γ ([X, ξ, Y ]) is
represented by the pair

(∏
p

Det(λp) ·Det(µp)
−1

)
× 1 ∈ Hom(RΓ, Jf (Qc))ΩF ×Hom(RΓ, (Qc)×).

The assertion of claim (ii) thus follows because Definition 2.7 implies that for any hermitian
form h on X the element Disc(X, ξ∗(h))−Disc(Y, h) is also represented by
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(
∏
p

Det(λp),Pf(ξ∗(h)(xi0, x
j
0)))× (

∏
p

Det(µp)
−1,Pf(h(ξ(xi0), ξ(xj0)))−1)

=(
∏
p

Det(λp) ·Det(µp)
−1,Pf(h(ξ(xi0), ξ(xj0)))Pf(h(ξ(xi0), ξ(xj0)))−1)

=(
∏
p

Det(λp) ·Det(µp)
−1, 1)

where the first equality follows immediately from the definition of the pullback ξ∗(h).
Claim (iii) and (iv) are immediate consequences of the respective Hom-descriptions of the

groups A(Γ), eHCl(Γ) and Cl(Γ).
Turning to claim (v) we note at the outset that the upper and lower left and right hand

most triangles commute by definition of the maps involved and that the outer quadrilateral
commutes since both of the composites ∂1,2

Γ ◦ ∂1,1
Γ and ∂2,2

Γ ◦ ∂2,1
Γ send each pair ([θ1], θ2) to

the class of [θ1].
We next note that the commutativity of the upper central triangle, namely the equality

∂0
Z,Qc,Γ = ∂met

Γ ◦πmet
Γ , will follow if we show that the composites ∂1,2

Γ ◦∂
1,1
Γ ◦hrel

Γ and hred
Γ ◦∂0

Z,Qc,Γ
coincide.

This is true because the explicit description of hrel
Γ implies that ∂1,2

Γ ◦ ∂
1,1
Γ ◦ hrel

Γ sends each
element [X, ξ, Y ] of K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) to the class represented by the homomorphism∏

p

(Det(λp) ·Det(µp)
−1) = (

∏
p

Det(λp)) · (
∏
p

Det(µp))
−1

whilst

(hred
Γ ◦ ∂0

Z,Qc,Γ)([X, ξ, Y ]) = hred
Γ ([X]− [Y ]) = hred

Γ ([X])hred
Γ ([Y ])−1

and Remark 3.1 implies that the classes hred
Γ ([X]) and hred

Γ ([Y ]) are respectively represented
by the products

∏
p Det(λp) and

∏
p Det(µp).

The above facts combine to directly imply commutativity of the lower central triangle,
namely the equality ∂0

Z,Qc,Γ = ∂herm
Γ ◦ πherm

Γ , and so it only suffices to prove commutativity of
the four triangles inside this triangle.

We shall now discuss these triangles clockwise, starting from the uppermost.
The commutativity of the first triangle follows directly from the fact that for any finite

Γ-module M of finite projective dimension, and any resolution of the form

0→ P
θ−→ P ′ →M → 0,

where P is finitely generated and locally-free and P ′ is finitely generated and free, the class
of M in K0T (Z[Γ]) is sent by ιΓ to [P, θQ, P

′] and by ∂Γ to [P ]− [P ′] (= [P ] as P ′ is free).
If for the above sequence we fix a Z[Γ]-basis {xi} of P ′ and then for each prime p choose a

matrix λp in GLd(Qp[Γ]) so that the components of the vector λp · θ−1
Q (xi) are a Zp[Γ]-basis of

Pp, then the image of the class of M in K0T (Z[Γ]) under ΥΓ is represented by (
∏
p Det(λp), 1).

This implies the commutativity of the second triangle since Remark 3.1 implies the class of
∂Γ(M) = [P ] is represented by (

∏
p Det(λp)) whilst the definition of δ′′Γ implies that it is

induced by sending each pair ([θ1], θ2) to (hred
Γ )−1([θ1]).
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The latter fact also directly implies commutativity of the third triangle and the fourth
triangle commutes since, in terms of the above notation, the composite hrel

Γ ◦ ιΓ sends the
class of M to the element represented by the pair ((

∏
p Det(λp)), 1). �

In the next result we describe an explicit link between the elements in relative algebraic
K-theory constructed in §2.1.3, the hermitian modules described in Example 2.5 and the
metrised modules defined in Example 2.11. This link explains the relevance of Theorem 3.2
to our later results.

Proposition 3.3. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension of number fields with group G. Then
for any full projective OK [G]-submodule L of L the following claims are valid.

(i) The image of [L, κL, HL] under Πmet
G is equal to [L, hL,•]− [HL, µL,•].

(ii) The image of [L, κL, HL] under Πherm
G is equal to Disc(L, tL/K).

Proof. The pullback with respect to κL of the metric µL,• defined in Example 2.11 is equal
to hL,• (cf. [1, Exam. 4.10(i)]). This fact combines with Theorem 3.2(i) to directly imply the
equality in claim (i).

To prove claim (ii) we use the representative (θ1θ
−1
2 , θ2θ3) of hrel

G ([L, κL, HL]) described in
Lemma 2.2. We also recall that, with this notation, the general result of Fröhlich in [22, Cor.
to Th. 27] implies the element Disc(L, tL/K) − Disc(OK [G], tK[G]) of HCl(G) is represented

by (θ1 · θ−1
2 , θs2), where the form tK[G] is as defined in Example 2.4.

Comparing these results one deduces that the element

Πherm
G ([L, κL, HL])−Disc(L, tL/K) + Disc(OK [G], tK[G])

of HCl(G) is represented by the pair (1, θs3).
To deduce claim (ii) from this it is thus enough to show that the pair (1, θs3) also represents

the element Disc(OK [G], tK[G]).
To check this we need only note that, in the terminology of [22, Chap. II, §5], the Pfaffian

of the matrix (tK[G](aσ, aτ ))σ,τ∈Σ(K) sends each character χ in RsG to δ
χ(1)
K = θ3(χ).

Then, by applying the recipe of Definition 2.7 with {xj0} = {xjp} = {aσ}σ∈Σ(K) one finds
that Disc(OK [G], tK[G]) is indeed represented by the pair (1, θs3), as required. �

Part II: Weak ramification and Galois-Gauss sums

In this part of the article we describe a first arithmetic application of the approach described
in earlier sections by using Theorem 3.2 (and Proposition 3.3) to refine existing results con-
cerning links between Galois-Gauss sums and certain metric and hermitian structures that
arise naturally in arithmetic.

In this way, in §4 we refine the main results of Chinburg and the second author in [12]
concerning relations between hermitian-metric structures involving fractional powers of the
inverse different of a tamely ramified Galois extension of number fields and the associated
Galois-Gauss sums (twisted by appropriate Adams operations).

In the remainder of the article we then focus on weakly ramified Galois extensions (of odd
degree) and use Theorem 3.2 to refine key aspects of the extensive existing theory of the
square root of the inverse different for such extensions.
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4. Tamely ramified Galois-Gauss sums

4.1. Galois-Gauss sums, Adams operators and Galois-Jacobi sums. For the reader’s
convenience in this section we fix notation regarding various variants of Galois-Gauss sums
that will play a role in the sequel.

To do this we fix an arbitrary finite Galois extension L/K of number fields in Qc and set
G := G(L/K).

We use the fact that each element of ζ(Qc[G]) can be written uniquely in the form

(7) x =
∑
χ∈Ĝ

eχ · xχ

with each xχ in Qc. For convenience we extend the assignment x 7→ xχ to arbitrary elements
χ of RG by multiplicativity.

4.1.1. We define the ‘equivariant global Galois-Gauss sum’ for L/K by setting

τL/K :=
∑
χ∈Ĝ

eχ · τ(K,χ) ∈ ζ(Qc[G])

where each (global) Galois-Gauss sum τ(K,χ) belongs to Qc and is as defined, for example,
by Fröhlich in [21, Ch. I, (5.22)].

We also define an ‘equivariant unramified characteristic’ in ζ(Q[G]) by setting

yL/K :=
∑
χ∈Ĝ

eχ ·
∏
v|dL

y(Kv, χv).

Here χv is the restriction of χ to the decomposition subgroup of some fixed place w of L above
v and (following [21, Ch. IV, §1]) for any finite Galois extension of local fields F/E of group

D and each φ in D̂ we set

(8) y(E, φ) :=

{
1, if φ|I 6= 1,

−φ(σ), if φ|I = 1,

where I is the inertia subgroup of D and σ is a lift to D of the Frobenius element in D/I.
We then define the ‘modified equivariant (global) Galois-Gauss sum’ for L/K by setting

τ ′L/K := τL/K · y−1
L/K .

Since we rely on certain results from [2] we will also use the ‘absolute (global) Galois-Gauss
sum for L/K’ that is obtained by setting

τ †L/K :=
∑
χ∈Ĝ

eχτ(Q, indQ
Kχ) ∈ ζ(Qc[G])×.

In particular, it is useful to note that the inductivity property of Galois-Gauss sums com-
bines with the fact τ(K, 1K) = 1 to imply

(9) τ †L/K = τGK · τL/K

where τGK is the invertible element of ζ(Qc[G]) obtained by setting

τGK := NrdQ[G](τ(Q, indQ
K1K))
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so that (τGK)χ = τ(Q, indQ
K1K)χ(1) for all χ in Ĝ.

4.1.2. For each integer k that is coprime to |G| we write ψk for the k-th Adams operator on
RG (for the relevant properties of which we refer to [12, Lem. 3.1]).

We use this operator to construct endomorphisms of ζ(Qc[G]) in the following way. For
each pair of integers m and n we then write (m+n·ψk,∗)(x) for the unique element of ζ(Qc[G])

with (m+ n · ψk,∗)(x)χ := (xχ)m · (xψk(χ))
n for every χ in Ĝ.

We then define the ‘k-th Galois-Jacobi sum’ for the extension L/K by setting

Jk,L/K := (ψk,∗ − k)(τL/K).

In the sequel we shall often use the following key property of these sums.

Lemma 4.1. For each integer k prime to |G| one has Jk,L/K ∈ ζ(Q[G])×.

Proof. An element x of ζ(Qc[G]) belongs to ζ(Q[G]) if and only if one has (xχ)ω = xχω for all

χ ∈ Ĝ and all ω ∈ ΩQ.
To verify that the elements Jk,L/K satisfy this criterion we recall how the absolute Galois

group acts on Gauss sums. We let VerK/Q : Ωab
Q −→ Ωab

K denote the transfer map and write
vK/Q for the cotransfer map from abelian characters of ΩK to abelian characters of ΩQ. Thus,

for each χ ∈ Ĝ the map vK/Q detχ is an abelian character of ΩQ. Then, by [21, Th. 20B(ii)],

one has τ(K,χω
−1

)ω = τ(K,χ) ·
(
vK/Q detχ

)
(ω) for all χ ∈ Ĝ and all ω ∈ ΩQ.

Hence it suffices to show that
((
vK/Q detχ

)
(ω)
)k

=
(
vK/Q detψk(χ)

)
(ω) and this is true

because detψk(χ) = (detχ)k (see [12, Lem. 3.1]). �

With the results of [2] in mind we finally note that if G has odd order, then an explicit
comparison of the respective definitions shows that

(10) τGK · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/K) · (τ †L/K)−1 = J2,L/K · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(y−1
L/K).

Remark 4.2. If F/E is a finite Galois extensions of p-adic fields (for some p) with groupD, then
one can use the canonical local Gauss sum τ(E, φ) (as discussed, for example, in [21, Ch. III,

§2, Th. 18 and Rem. 1]) for each φ in D̂ to define natural analogues τF/E , yF/E , τ
′
F/E , τ

†
F/E , τ

D
E

and Jk,F/E in ζ(Qc[D]) of the elements defined above. Then in the same way as above one
can show that for each integer k that is coprime to |D| the element Jk,F/E belongs to ζ(Q[D])
and can also prove the following local analogues of the equalities (9) and (10):

(11) τ †F/E = τDE · τF/E
and

(12) τDE · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′F/E) · (τ †F/E)−1 = J2,F/E · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(y−1
F/E).

4.2. Tame Galois-Gauss sums and fractional powers of the different. We now assume
the Galois extension L/K is tamely ramified and fix a natural number k that is both coprime
to |G| and so that the order of each inertia subgroup of G is congruent to 1 modulo k.

In any such case it follows immediately from Hilbert’s formula for the different in terms of
ramification invariants (cf. [30, Ch. IV, Prop. 4]) that there exists a unique fractional ideal
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D
−1/k
L/K of OL whose k-th power is equal to the inverse of the different DL/K of L/K and for

any integer i we set D
−i/k
L/K = (D

−1/k
L/K )i.

Each ideal D
−i/k
L/K is stable under the natural action of OK [G] and, since L/K is assumed

to be tamely ramified, the OK [G]-module D
−i/k
L/K is known to be locally-free (by Ullom [34]).

In particular, since D
−i/k
L/K is a full sublattice of L, the construction of §2.1.3 gives rise to a

well-defined element [D
−i/k
L/K , κL, HL] of K0(Z[G],Qc[G]).

We can now state the main result of this section. This result uses the invertible elements
τGK and τ ′L/K of ζ(Qc[G]) that are defined in §4.1.

Theorem 4.3. Let L/K be a tamely ramified Galois extension of number fields with group
G and k any natural number as specified above. Then in K0(Z[G],Qc[G]) one has

(13)
k−1∑
i=0

[D
−i/k
L/K , κL, HL] = δG((τGK)k · ψk,∗(τ ′L/K)).

Before proving this result we use it to derive certain explicit consequences concerning
the metric and hermitian structures that arise in this setting. In particular, the following
result extends to all integers k as above the results on the hermitian modules (OL, tL/K),

corresponding to k = 0, and (D
−1/2
L/K , tL/K), corresponding to k = 2 and G of odd order, that

are obtained by Erez and Taylor in [20].
We recall the definition of δK from Lemma 2.2 and write dK for the discriminant of OK .

In the sequel we will often use the fact that

(14) τ(Q, indQ
K1K)2 = dK = δ2

K ,

as follows by combining [27, Th. (11.7)(iii)] together with [21, (5.23)].

Corollary 4.4. Assume the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 4.3. Then both of the
following claims are valid.

(i) In A(G) one has
k−1∑
i=0

[D
−i/k
L/K , hL,•] = εmet

L/K,k

where hL,• is the metric defined in Example 2.11 and εmet
L/K,k is represented by the pair

(1, |θk|) with θk(φ) = (|G|[K:Q]|dK |)k
φ(1)

2 · τ(K,ψk(φ)) for all φ in RG.
(ii) In HCl(G) one has

k−1∑
i=0

Disc(D
−i/k
L/K , tL/K) = εherm

L/K,k

where the hermitian form tL/K is as defined in Example 2.5 and εherm
L/K,k is represented

by the pair (1, θ̃k) with θ̃k(φ) = d
k
φ(1)

2
K · τ(K,ψk(φ)) for all φ in RsG.

Proof. To prove claim (i) we note first Proposition 3.3(i) implies that for each i one has

Πmet
G ([D

−i/k
L/K , κL, HL]) = [D

−i/k
L/K , hL,•]− [HL, µL,•].
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We next recall that for α = (αχ)
χ∈Ĝ ∈ ζ(Qc[G])× the element hrel

G (δG(α)) is represented by

the function χ 7→ (1, αχ).

This implies, in particular, that hrel
G (δG((τGK)k ·ψk,∗(τ ′L/K))) is represented by the pair (1, θ′k)

with θ′k(φ) := τ(Q, indQ
K1K)kφ(1) · τ ′(K,ψk(φ)) for each φ in Ĝ.

Finally we recall that the element [HL, µL,•] has been explicitly computed in Lemma 2.14.
Putting these facts together with Theorem 4.3 one finds that the element

k−1∑
i=0

[D
−i/k
L/K , hL,•] = k · [HL, µL,•] +

k−1∑
i=0

Πmet
G ([D

−i/k
L/K , κL, HL])

= k · [HL, µL,•] + Πmet
G (δG((τGK)k · ψk,∗(τ ′L/K)))

of A(G) is represented by the homomorphism pair (1, |θk|) where for each φ in Ĝ one has

θk(φ) := |G|[K:Q]
kφ(1)

2 · τ(Q, indQ
K1K)kφ(1) · τ ′(K,ψk(φ)).

But, taking account of both (14) and the fact that y(Kv, φv) is a root of unity for all φ in Ĝ,
one finds that

|θk|(φ) = (|G|[K:Q]|dK |)k
φ(1)

2 · |τ(K,ψk(φ))|
and this proves claim (i).

It is enough to prove the equality of claim (ii) in eHCl(G) and to do this we note that the
description in Proposition 3.3(ii) combines with Theorem 4.3 to imply that

k−1∑
i=0

Disc(D
−i/k
L/K , tL/K) = Πherm

G

(
k−1∑
i=0

[D
−i/k
L/K , κL, HL]

)
= Πherm

G (δG((τGK)k · ψk,∗(τ ′L/K))).

By the definition of Πherm
G one has the following equality in eHCl(G)

Πherm
G (δG((τGK)k · ψk,∗(τ ′L/K))) = (∂2,1

G ◦ h
rel
G )(δG((τGK)k · ψk,∗(τ ′L/K))).

Hence one deduces that
∑k−1

i=0 Disc(D
−i/k
L/K , tL/K) is represented by the pair (1, (θ′k)

s), where

θ′k is as defined in the proof of claim (i).
To deduce claim (ii) from this it is now enough to note that for φ in RsG one has

(15) θ′k(φ) = τ(Q, indQ
K1K)kφ(1) · τ ′(K,ψk(φ)) = d

kφ(1)/2
K · τ(K,ψk(φ)),

where, to derive the second equality, we have used (14) and the fact that for every φ in RsG
the integer φ(1) is even and y(Kv, φv) = 1 by [21, Th. 29 (i)]. �

In the remainder of this section we shall prove Theorem 4.3 by combining results of the
first and second author from [2] and of Chinburg and the second author from [12].

To do this we fix a K[G]-generator b of L and a Z-basis {aσ}σ∈Σ(K) of OK . For each integer
i with 0 ≤ i < k and each non-archimedean place v of K we also fix an OK,v[G]-generator bi,v

of (D
−i/k
L/K )v. Then by Lemma 2.2 the element hrel

G ([D
−i/k
L/K , κL, HL]) is represented by the pair

of homomorphisms (θi,1 · θ−1
2 , θ2 · θ3) where for each χ in RG one has

(16) θi,1(χ) :=
∏
v

NK/Q(bi,v | χ), θ2(χ) := NK/Q(b | χ), θ3(χ) := δ
χ(1)
K .
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We next write ψ∨k for the map which sends a function h on RG to h ◦ ψk and recall that,
since k is prime to |G|, Cassou-Noguès and Taylor in [14] have shown that the assignment
(θ, θ′) 7→ (ψ∨k (θ), ψ∨k (θ′)) induces a well-defined endomorphism Ψk of K0(Z[G],Qc[G]).

With this notation, it is straightforward to check that

(θ−k2 , θk2) ≡ (ψ∨k (θ2)−1, ψ∨k (θ2)) (mod im(∆rel
G )),

(see, for example, the end of the proof of [12, Prop. 3.3]) and it is also clear ψ∨k (θ3) = θ3.
In particular, if we denote the sum on the left hand side of (13) by Σk, then these ob-

servations combine with the above description of each element hrel
G ([D

−i/k
L/K , κL, HL]) and the

congruence proved in Lemma 4.5 below to imply that hrel
G (Σk) is represented by the pair

(ψ∨k (θ0,1 · θ−1
2 ), ψ∨k (θ2 · θk3)) = (ψ∨k (θ0,1 · θ−1

2 ), ψ∨k (θ2 · θ3)) · (1, θk−1
3 ).

It follows that, writing xk for the element of K0(Z[G],Qc[G]) for which hrel
G (xk) is repre-

sented by the pair (1, θk−1
3 ), one has Σk = Ψk([OL, κL, HL]) + xk.

The key fact now is that, from [2, Cor. 7.7], one knows [OL, κL, HL] = δG(τGK · ψk,∗(τ ′L/K))

(where we use (9) to convert the result of loc. cit. to the notation used here) and hence
that hrel

G (Ψk([OL, κL, HL])) is represented by the homomorphism pair (1, θ′3 · ψ∨k (θ4)) where

for each χ in RG one has θ′3(χ) = τ(Q, indQ
K1K)χ(1) and θ4(χ) = τ ′(K,χ).

Substituting this fact into the last displayed equality one finds that hrel
G (Σk) is represented

by the pair (1, θk−1
3 · θ′3 · ψ∨k (θ4)).

Now from (14) we deduce τ(Q, indQ
K1K) = ±δK and hence that (1, θ3) ≡ (1, θ′3) (mod im(∆rel

G )).

This implies hrel
G (δG((τGK)k ·ψk,∗(τL/K))) is also represented by the pair (1, θk−1

3 ·θ′3 ·ψ∨k (θ4))

and therefore that Σk = δG((τGK)k · τL/K,k), as claimed.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.

Lemma 4.5. For the homomorphisms θi,1 for 0 ≤ i < k that are defined in (16) one has

k−1∏
i=0

θi,1 ≡ ψ∨k (θ0,1) (mod Det(Uf (Z[G]))).

Proof. This is proved by a slight adaptation of the arguments in [12] (and is implicitly used in
the proof of Corollary 2.2 in loc. cit.). To be precise, we shall use the notation of [12, §4.3.1]
with our integer k corresponding the integer ` used in loc. cit.

Then the present hypotheses (on k) allow us to choose the integer `′ to be (1 − e)/`. In
particular, if we set N := 0, then N` = 0 and, for each i with 0 ≤ i < `, also Ni = −i`′(e−1) =
−i`′e+N ′i with N ′i := −i(e− 1)/`. Each element aNi can therefore be written as ci · aN ′i with

ci an element of B with vp(ci) = −i`′.
With this choice of `′ an explicit computation shows that the integer Mp,`,`′ defined in (2.4)

of loc. cit. is equal to
∑`−1

i=0 i`
′ and so one can take the element c chosen in [loc. cit., Cor. 4.5]

to be the product
∏`−1
i=0 ci. For this element there is for every χ in Hom(Λ, Bc×) an equality

(ca0 | ψ`χ)

`−1∏
i=0

(aNi | χ)−1 = (a0 | ψ`χ)

`−1∏
i=0

(aN ′i | χ)−1.

and so [loc. cit., Cor. 4.5] asserts that the p-adic valuation of this element is zero.
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It is now straightforward to derive the claimed congruence by combining this fact with the
argument of [loc. cit., §5]. �

5. Weakly ramified Galois-Gauss sums and the relative element aL/K

In the remainder of the article we study links between Galois-Gauss sums and hermitian
and metric structures that arise in weakly ramified Galois extensions of odd degree. In this
first section we define a canonical element in relative algebraic K-theory that is key to the
theory we develop and then state some of the main results about this element that we establish
in later sections.

At the outset we fix a finite odd degree Galois extension of number fields L/K that is
‘weakly ramified’ in the sense of Erez [19] (that is, the second lower ramification subgroups
in G of each place of L are trivial) and set G := G(L/K).

Since L/K is of odd degree there exists a unique fractional OL-ideal AL/K whose square is
the inverse of the different DL/K (see the discussion at the beginning of §4.2).

In addition, since L/K is weakly ramified, Erez has shown that AL/K is a locally-free
module with respect to the restriction of the natural action of OK [G] on L (see [19]).

We may therefore use the general construction of §2.1.3 to define a canonical element of
K0(Z[G],Qc[G]) by setting

(17) aL/K := [AL/K , κL, HL]− δG(τGK · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/K))

where the Galois-Gauss sums τGK and τ ′L/K are as defined in §4.1.

Proposition 3.3 implies the projection of [AL/K , κL, HL] to each of the groups A(G),HCl(G)
and Cl(G) recovers arithmetical invariants related to AL/K that have been studied in previous
articles. By using this fact explicit information about the element aL/K can often constitute
a strong refinement of pre-existing results or conjectures concerning the metric and hermitian
structures that are associated to AL/K and this observation motivates the systematic study
of aL/K that we undertake in later sections.

In the next result (which will be proved in §8.2) we collect some of the main results that
we prove concerning aL/K .

In the sequel we write WL/K for the set of finite places v of K that ramify wildly in an

extension L/K and WQ
L/K for the set of rational primes that lie below any place in WL/K .

We also let Ator denote the torsion subgroup of an abelian group A.

Theorem 5.1. Let L/K be a finite odd degree weakly ramified Galois extension of number
fields of group G. Then the following assertions are valid.

(i) The element aL/K belongs to the subgroup⊕
`∈WQ

L/K

K0(Z`[G],Q`[G])tor

of K0(Z[G],Q[G]). In particular, if L/K is tamely ramified, then aL/K = 0.
(ii) In A(G) one has

[AL/K , hL,•] = Πmet
G (aL/K) + εmet

L/K

where the metric hL,• is as defined in Example 2.11 and εmet
L/K is represented by the

pair (1, θ) with θ(φ) = (|G|[K:Q]|dK |)φ(1)/2 · |τ(K,ψ2(φ)− φ)| for all φ in RG.
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(iii) In HCl(G) one has

Disc(AL/K , tL/K) = Πherm
G (aL/K) + εherm

L/K

where the hermitian form tL/K is as defined in Example 2.5 and εherm
L/K is represented

by the pair (1, θ̃) with θ̃(φ) = d
φ(1)/2
K · τ(K,ψ2(φ)− φ) for all φ in RsG.

(iv) In Cl(G) one has ∂0
Z,Qc,G(aL/K) = [AL/K ].

Remark 5.2. In addition to the result of Theorem 5.1(i) it is also possible to explicitly compute
aL/K for certain (weakly) wildly ramified extensions L/K (see, for example, Theorem 8.3
below). These results show, in particular, that aL/K does not in general vanish.

In Conjecture 7.2 below we shall offer a precise conjectural description of aL/K in terms of
local (second) Galois-Jacobi sums and invariants related to canonical classes arising in local
class field theory. This description is related to certain ‘epsilon constant conjectures’ that are
already in the literature and hence to the general philosophy of Tamagawa number conjectures
that originated with Bloch and Kato.

This connection gives a new perspective to the theory of the square root of the inverse
different but does not itself help to compute aL/K explicitly in any degree of generality.

Nevertheless, our methods combine with numerical experiments to suggest that, rather
surprisingly, it might be possible in general to describe aL/K explicitly (see, in particular,
Remark 10.4). This possibility seems worthy of further investigation, not least because it
could be used to obtain significant new evidence in the context of certain wildly ramified
Galois extensions in support of the formalism of Tamagawa number conjectures.

In a different direction, Theorem 5.1 leads to effective ‘finiteness results’ on the natural
arithmetic invariants related to aL/K that arise as the extension L/K varies.

To give a simple example of such a result, for each number field K and finite abstract group
Γ of odd order we write WRK(Γ) for the set of fields L that are weakly ramified odd degree
Galois extensions of K and for which there exists an isomorphism of groups ι : G(L/K) ∼= Γ.

For each field L ∈ WRK(Γ) we then write IsL(Γ) for the set of group isomorphisms
ι : G(L/K) ∼= Γ, and for each ι ∈ IsL(Γ) we consider the induced isomorphism of relative
algebraic K-groups

ι∗ : K0(Z[G(L/K)],Qc[G(L/K)]) ∼= K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]).

We then define a subset of ‘realisable classes’ in K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) by setting

Rwr
K (Γ) := {ι∗(aL/K) : L ∈WRK(Γ), ι ∈ IsL(Γ)}.

Recalling that the group K0(Z[G],Q[G])tor is finite (see, for example, [7, Cor. 2.5]) the
result of Theorem 5.1(i) leads directly to the following result.

Corollary 5.3. The set Rwr
K (Γ) is finite.

In §9 we explain how the set Rwr
K (Γ) can be computed effectively and then apply the general

theory in the setting of an explicit conjecture of Vinatier (from [37, §1, Conj.]) concerning
the Galois structure of AL/K .

To end this section we prove an important preliminary result.

Proposition 5.4. Let L/K be a finite odd degree weakly ramified Galois extension of number
fields of group G. Then aL/K belongs to the subgroup K0(Z[G],Q[G]) of K0(Z[G],Qc[G]).
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Proof. For x and y in K0(Z[G],Qc[G]) we write x ≡ y if x− y belongs to K0(Z[G],Q[G]).
Then aL/K is equal to

[AL/K , κL, HL]− δG(τGK · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/K)) ≡
(

[AL/K , κL, HL]− δG(τ †L/K)
)
− δG(J2,L/K)

≡ [AL/K , κL, HL]− δG(τ †L/K)

where the first equivalence follows from (10) and the obvious containment (ψ2,∗− 1)(yL/K) ∈
ζ(Q[G]) and the second from Lemma 4.1 (with k = 2).

It thus suffices to note that the computations in [2, p. 555-556] (which rely heavily on a

result of Fröhlich in [21, §9 (i),(ii)]) show that [AL/K , κL, HL] ≡ δG(τ †L/K). �

6. Functoriality properties of aL/K

Following Proposition 5.4 we know that each element aL/K belongs to K0(Z[G],Q[G]). In
this section we prove the following result which establishes the basic functorial properties of
these elements as the extension L/K varies.

Theorem 6.1. Let L/K be a weakly ramified odd degree Galois extension of number fields of
group G, fix an intermediate field F of L/K and set J := G(L/F ).

(i) The restriction map ρGJ : K0(Z[G],Q[G])→ K0(Z[J ],Q[J ]) sends aL/K to aL/F .
(ii) Assume J is normal in G and write Γ for the quotient G/J ∼= G(F/K). Then the

natural coinflation map πGΓ : K0(Z[G],Q[G])→ K0(Z[Γ],Q[Γ]) sends aL/K to aF/K .

Proof. It is convenient to first prove claim (ii) in the statement of Theorem 6.1. To do this
we use the commutative diagram

(18) ζ(Qc[G])×

π̃GΓ
��

δG // K0(Z[G],Qc[G])

πGΓ
��

ζ(Qc[Γ])×
δΓ // K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]).

in which π̃GΓ (z)φ = zinfGΓ (φ) for all z in ζ(Qc[G])× and φ in Γ̂ (see, for example, [2, p. 577]).

Then both of the equalities π̃GΓ (τGK) = τΓ
K and π̃GΓ ((ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/K)) = (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′F/K)

follow easily from the (well-known) facts that Gauss sums and unramified characteristics are
invariant under inflation and Adams operations commute with inflation.

Hence the key point in proving claim (ii) is to prove πGΓ ([AL/K , κL, HL]) = [AF/K , κF , HF ].
To show this we write trL/F for the field theoretic trace map L → F . Since AL/K is Z[G]-

projective it is also cohomologically trivial and so AJL/K = trL/F (AL/K) = AF/K , where the

last equality follows, for example, from the explicit computations of Erez in [19, p. 246].
In addition, the natural identification of HJ

L with HF induces a commutative diagram of
Qc[Γ]-modules
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(Qc ⊗Q L)J
κJL−−−−→ (Qc ⊗Z HL)J∥∥∥ ∥∥∥

Qc ⊗Q F
κF−−−−→ Qc ⊗Z HF

and, taken together, these facts imply that

πGΓ ([AL/K , κL, HL]) = [AJL/K , κ
J
L, H

J
L ] = [AF/K , κF , HF ],

as required to complete the proof of claim (ii) of Theorem 6.1.
To prove Theorem 6.1(i) we use the commutative diagram (see, for example, [2, p. 575])

(19)

ζ(Qc[G])×
δG−−−−→ K0(Z[G],Qc[G])

ρ̃GJ

y ρGJ

y
ζ(Qc[J ])×

δJ−−−−→ K0(Z[J ],Qc[J ]).

Here, for each z in ζ(Qc[G])× and φ in Ĵ , one has ρ̃GJ (z)φ =
∏
χ∈Ĝ z

〈χ,indGJ (φ)〉G
χ where we write

〈·, ·〉G for the natural pairing on RG.

For each number field E we now set τE := τ(Q, indQ
E1E). We claim that

(20) ρ̃GJ (τGK) = NrdQ[J ](τ
[G:J ]
K ).

In fact, for all φ ∈ Ĵ one has

NrdQ[J ](τ
[G:J ]
K )φ = τ

φ(1)[G:J ]
K and ρ̃GJ (τGK)φ =

∏
χ∈Ĝ

τ
χ(1)〈χ,indGJ φ〉G
K

and so the claimed equality is valid since
∑

χ∈Ĝ χ(1)〈χ, indGJ φ〉G = φ(1)[G : J ].

We next note that, since |G| is odd, one has

indGJ (ψ2(φ)) = ψ2(indGJ (φ))

for all φ in Ĝ (see, for example, [19, Prop.-Def. 3.5]). Thus, given the commutativity of (19)
and the (well-known) inductivity in degree zero of both Galois-Gauss sums and non-ramified
characteristics one deduces that

(21) ρGJ (δG((ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/K))) = δJ(ρ̃GJ ((ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/K))) = δJ((ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/F )).

By combining (20) and (21) we obtain an equality

ρGJ (δG(τGK · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/K))) = δJ(NrdQ[J ](τ
[G:J ]
K )) + δJ((ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/F ))

= δJ(NrdQ[J ](τ
−1
F · τ

[G:J ]
K ) + δJ(τJF · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′L/F )).

To consider the corresponding behaviour of the term [AL/K , κL, HL] under restriction the
key point is that in the subgroup K0(Z[J ],Q[J ]) of K0(Z[J ],Qc[J ]) there are equalities

ρGJ ([AL/K , κL, HL])−[AL/F , κL, HL]=[AL/K , κL, HL]−[AL/F , κL, HL]=[AL/K , id,AL/F ]

=[AL/FAF/K , id,AL/F ]=δJ(NrdQ[J ](τ
−1
F · τ

[G:J ]
K )).
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Here the first equality is obvious, the second is by the defining relations of K0(Z[J ],Qc[J ]),
the third follows from the (well-known) multiplicativity property AL/K = AL/FAF/K and the
fourth from the result of Lemma 6.2 below.

Comparing the last two displayed equalities it follows directly that ρGJ (aL/K) = aL/F , as
claimed. �

Lemma 6.2. With the subgroup J and field F as above one has [AL/FAF/K , id,AL/F ] =

δJ(NrdQ[J ](τ
−1
F · τ

[G:J ]
K )) in K0(Z[J ],Q[J ]).

Proof. By Lemma 6.3 below it suffices to show that NF/Q(AF/K) = ±τ−1
F · τ

[G:J ]
K .

This equality is, in turn, a direct consequence of the fact that

NF/Q(AF/K)2 = NF/Q(DF/K)−1 = NF/Q(D−1
F/QDK/Q) = d−1

F/Q ·NK/Q(DK/Q)[F :K]

= d−1
F/Q · d

[F :K]
K/Q = τ−2

F · τ
2[G:J ]
K ,

where the last equality follows from (14). �

Lemma 6.3. Let E be a number field and G a finite group. Let N be a locally free OE [G]-
module of rank one. Let a denote a fractional OE-ideal. Then in K0(Z[G],Q[G]) one has

[aN, id, N ] = δG(NrdQ[G](NE/Q(a))).

Proof. Recall that for each prime p and each Z-module X we write Xp for the Zp-module
Zp ⊗Z X.

In particular, there is an isomorphism Np ' (OE,p[G])d of OE,p[G]-modules and hence in
K0(Zp[G],Qp[G]) an equality

[(aN)p, id, Np] = [ap[G]d, id,OE,p[G]d] = d[ap[G], id,OE,p[G]].

It follows that [aN, id, N ] = d[a[G], id,OE [G]] in K0(Z[G],Q[G]).
Now set n := [E : Q] and choose Z-bases ω1, . . . , ωn for OE and α1, . . . , αn for a. Then

a[G] =
n⊕
i=1

Z[G]αi, OE [G] =
n⊕
i=1

Z[G]ωi.

With respect to these bases the identity is represented by the matrix B ∈ GLn(Q) ⊆
GLn(Q[G]) defined by B = (bji) where αi =

∑n
j=1 bjiωj . Note that |det(B)| = NE/Q(a).

By the defining relations in relative K-groups and the definitions of ∂Z,Q,G and δG we obtain

[a[G], id,OE [G]] = [Z[G]n, B,Z[G]n] = ∂Z,Q,G([Q[G]n, B]) = δG(NrdQ[G](B)).

Now NrdQ[G](B) =
∑

χ∈Ĝ xχeχ with xχ = det(Tχ(B)) = det(B)χ(1), where Tχ is a represen-

tation with character χ. Hence NrdQ[G](B) = NrdQ[G](det(B)) and

[a[G], id,OE [G]] = δG(NrdQ[G](det(B))) = δG(NrdQ[G](| det(B)|)) = δG(NrdQ[G](NE/Q(a))).

where the second equality follows from δG(NrdQ[G](−1)) = 0. �

7. A canonical local decomposition of aL/K

In this section we follow the approach of Breuning in [10] to give a canonical decomposition
of the term aL/K as a sum of terms which depend only upon the local extensions Lw/Kv for
places v of K which ramify wildly (and weakly) in L/K.
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7.1. The canonical local elements. We first define the canonical local terms that will
occur in the decomposition of aL/K .

To do this we fix a rational prime ` and an odd degree weakly ramified Galois extension
F/E of fields which are contained in Qc

` and of finite degree over Q` and we set Γ := G(F/E).
We also fix an embedding of fields j` : Qc −→ Qc

` and by abuse of notation also write
j` : ζ(Qc[Γ]) −→ ζ(Qc

`[Γ]) for the induced ring embedding. We then write

j`,∗ : K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) −→ K0(Z`[Γ],Qc
`[Γ])

for the homomorphism of abelian groups that sends each element [P, ι,Q] to [P`,Qc
`⊗Qc,j` ι, Q`]

and we note that j`,∗ ◦ δΓ = δΓ,` ◦ j`.
We write Σ(F ) for the set of embeddings F ↪→ Qc

` and

κF : Qc
` ⊗Q` F →

∏
Σ(F )

Qc
`

for the isomorphism of Qc
`[Γ]-modules sending x⊗ f to (σ(f)x)σ∈Σ(F ) for f ∈ F and x ∈ Qc

`.
We also write HF for the submodule

∏
Σ(F ) Z` of

∏
Σ(F ) Qc

` and note that [AF/E , κF , HF ]

is then a well-defined element of K0(Z`[Γ],Qc
`[Γ]).

We next write UF/E for the canonical ‘unramified’ element of K0(Z`[Γ],Qc
`[Γ]) defined

(for any Galois extension of local fields) by Breuning in [10] and then define an element of
K0(Z`[Γ],Qc

`[Γ]) by setting

aF/E := [AF/E , κF , HF ]− δΓ,`(j`(τ
Γ
E · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′F/E)))− UF/E ,

where the elements τΓ
E and τ ′F/E of ζ(Qc[Γ])× are constructed from local Galois-Gauss sums

as in Remark 4.2.

Proposition 7.1. aF/E is independent of the choice of j` and belongs to K0(Z`[Γ],Q`[Γ]).

Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from [10, Lem. 2.2] and the containment

τΓ
E · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′F/E) · (τ †F/E)−1 ∈ ζ(Q[Γ])×,

which itself follows directly from (12) and the local analugue of Lemma 4.1 (see Remark 4.2).
The second claim follows by combining the same containment with the containment

[AF/E , κF , HF ]− δΓ,`(j`(τ
†
F/E))− UF/E ∈ K0(Z`[Γ],Q`[Γ]).

proved by Breuning’s argument in [10, Prop. 4.26]. �

7.2. An explicit local conjecture. In this section we reformulate the local epsilon constant
conjecture formulated by Breuning in [10, Conj. 3.2] in terms of the explicit element aF/E .

To this end we recall that for any finite Galois extension of `-adic fields F/E, of group Γ,
Breuning’s conjecture is an equality in K0(Z`[Γ],Q`[Γ]) of the form

(22) TF/E + CF/E + UF/E −MF/E = 0.

Here, in addition, to the element UF/E used in the previous section, the following elements
also occur: where

• TF/E := δΓ,`(j`(τ
†
F/E)) is the equivariant local epsilon constant.
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• CF/E = E(exp`(L))` − [L, κF , HF ], with L is any full projective Z`[Γ]-sublattice of
OF that is contained in a sufficiently large power of the maximal ideal pF of OF to
ensure the `-adic exponential map exp` converges on L. For the precise definition of
E(exp`(L))` we refer the reader to [10, § 2.4] and [2, § 3.2]. For the moment, we point
out only that this element relies on local fundamental classes and is very difficult to
compute explicitly in any degree of generality.
• MF/E is a simple and explicitly defined correction term (see [10, § 2.6]).

To reinterpret (22) we assume F/E is weakly ramified. In this case the lattice L that occurs
above can be taken to be pN · AF/E for any sufficiently large integer N and the element

EF/E := E(exp`(p
N · AF/E))− δΓ,`(NrdQ`[Γ](p

N [E:Q`]))

of K0(Z`[Γ],Q`[Γ]) is easily seen to be independent of the choice of N .
We next define an element of K0(Z`[Γ],Q`[Γ]) by setting

(23) cF/E := δΓ,`((ψ2,∗ − 1)(yF/E)).

Then by combining Lemma 6.3 with (12) one finds that Breuning’s conjectural equality
(22) is equivalent to the following conjecture.

Conjecture 7.2. Let F/E be a weakly ramified Galois extension of `-adic fields with group
Γ. Then in K0(Z`[Γ],Q`[Γ]) one has

aF/E = EF/E − δΓ,`(J2,F/E) + cF/E −MF/E ,

where the second Galois-Jacobi sum J2,F/E of F/E is as discussed in Remark 4.2.

Remark 7.3. We will later present evidence that the elements aF/E and cF/E are themselves
very closely related (see, in particular Remark 10.4) and hence that Conjecture 7.2 suggests,
rather strikingly, that the class-field theoretic term EF/E should have a simple description in
terms of the Galois-Jacobi sum J2,F/E .

Remark 7.4. For later purposes we note that (8) implies (ψ2,∗ − 1)(yF/E) = (1− eΓ0) + σeΓ0 ,
with Γ0 the inertia subgroup of Γ and σ an element of Γ that projects to the Frobenius in
Γ/Γ0, and hence that cF/E = δΓ,l((1 − eΓ0) + σeΓ0). In particular, cF/E vanishes if F/E

is tame (since then (1 − eΓ0) + σeΓ0 ∈ Z`[Γ]×) and, in all cases, Γ/Γ0 is abelian and so
NrdQ`[Γ]((1− eΓ0) + σeΓ0)) = (1− eΓ0) + σeΓ0 .

7.3. The decomposition result. We can now state and prove the main result of this section.
In this result we use for each prime `, each extension E of Q` and each subgroup H of G, the
natural induction map iGH,E : K0(Z`[H], E[H])→ K0(Z`[G], E[G]) on relative K-groups.

Theorem 7.5. Let L/K be a weakly ramified odd degree Galois extension of number fields of
group G. Then in K0(Z[G],Q[G]) one has an equality

aL/K =
∑
`

∑
v|`

iGGw,Q`(aLw/Kv)

where the sum is over all primes ` and for each place v of K we fix a place w of L lying above
v and identify the Galois group of Lw/Kv with the decomposition subgroup Gw of w in G.
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Proof. Proposition 5.4 implies aL/K decomposes naturally as a sum
∑

` aL/K,` of `-primary
components and so it suffices to prove that for each ` there is in K0(Z`[G],Q`[G]) an equality

(24) aL/K,` =
∑
v|`

iGGw,Q`(aLw/Kv).

To do this we fix a prime ` and an embedding j` : Qc → Qc
` and write Ot` for the valuation

ring of the maximal tamely ramified extension of Q` in Qc
`.

We recall that Taylor’s Fixed Point Theorem for group determinants (see [33, Chap. 8, Th.
1.1]) implies that the following composite homomorphism is injective

(25) K0(Z`[G],Q`[G])→ K0(Z`[G],Qc
`[G])

jt`,∗−−→ K0(Ot`[G],Qc
`[G])

where the first arrow is the natural inclusion and jt`,∗ sends [X, ξ, Y ] to [Ot`⊗Z`X, ξ,Ot`⊗Z` Y ].

It is therefore enough to show that the equality (24) holds after applying jt`,∗.
The key ingredients required to prove this fact are due to Breuning and are stated in Lemma

7.6 below.
In the sequel we abbreviate iGGw,Q` and iGGw,Qc`

to iw,` and icw,` respectively.

In particular, if for any finite Galois extension F/E of either local fields or number fields

we set τF/E,2 := τ
G(F/E)
E · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′F/E), then Breuning’s results as stated below combine

with the explicit definitions of the terms aL/K,` and aLw/Kv to imply that

jt`,∗(aL/K,` −
∑
v|`

iw,`(aLw/Kv))

=jt`,∗
(
j`,∗([AL/K,`, κL,`, HL,`])− j`,∗(δG(τL/K,2))

)
−
∑
v|`

jt`,∗
(
icw,`([ALw/Kv , κLw , HLw ])− icw,`(δGw,`(j`(τLw/Kv ,2)))− icw,`(ULw/Kv)

)
=− jt`,∗(j`,∗(δG(τL/K,2))) +

∑
v|`

jt`,∗(i
c
w,`(δGw,`(j`(τLw/Kv ,2))))

=− jt`,∗(j`,∗(δG(τL/K,2(τ †L/K)−1))) +
∑
v|`

jt`,∗(i
c
w,`(δGw,`(j`(τLw/Kv ,2(τ †Lw/Kv)

−1))))(26)

− jt`,∗(δG,`(
∏
v|dL
v-`

ĩw(yLw/Kv))).

Here the first equality follows directly from the definitions and the second uses Lemma 7.6(i)
and (ii). In addition, the third equality follows from Lemma 7.6(iii) below and uses the

map ĩw : ζ(Qc
`[Gw])× → ζ(Qc

`[G])× which satisfies ĩw(x)χ =
∏
ϕ∈Ĝw x

〈resGGwχ,ϕ〉Gw
ϕ for all x in

ζ(Qc
`[Gw])× and χ in Ĝ.

Now, by (10), the first term in the expression (26) is equal to

−(jt`,∗ ◦ δG,` ◦ j`)(J2,L/K · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(y−1
L/K)).
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In the same way, equality (12) implies that the second term in (26) is

(jt`,∗ ◦ icw,l ◦ δGw,` ◦ j`)(
∏
v|`

J2,Lw/Kv · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(y−1
Lw/Kv

)).

These two expressions combine with the commutative diagram

(27) ζ(Qc
`[Gw])×

ĩw
��

δGw,`
// K0(Z`[Gw],Qc

`[Gw])

icw,`
��

ζ(Qc
`[G])×

δG,`
// K0(Z`[G],Qc

`[G]),

the fact that j`(J2,L/K) =
∏
v|dL ĩw(j`(J2,Lw/Kv)) by the decomposition of global Galois-Gauss

sums as a product of local Galois-Gauss sums and the explicit definition of yL/K to show that

the sum in (26) is equal to the image under jt`,∗ ◦ δG,` of

j`(J2,L/K)−1 ·
∏
v|`

ĩw(j`(J2,Lw/Kv)) ·
∏
v|dL
v-`

ĩw(j`((ψ2,∗ − 2)(yLw/Kv)))

=
∏
v|dL
v-`

ĩw(j`(J
−1
2,Lw/Kv

· (ψ2,∗ − 2)(yLw/Kv))).

It is thus enough to note the image under jt`,∗ ◦ δG,` of the latter element vanishes as a

consequence of [9, (9) and Lem. 5.3] and the second displayed equation on page 68 of loc. cit.
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.5. �

Lemma 7.6.

(i) For each prime ` one has

j`,∗([AL/K,`, κL,`, HL,`]) =
∑
v|`

iGGw,Qc`
([ALw/Kv , κLw , HLw ]).

(ii) For each v | ` the element iGGw,Qc`
(ULw/Kv) belongs to ker(jt`,∗).

(iii) One has

j`,∗(δG(τ †L/K))−
∑
v|`

iGGw,Q`(δGw,`(j`(τ
†
Lw/Kv

))) ≡ δG,`(
∏
v|dL
v-`

ĩw(yLw/Kv)) (mod ker(jt`,∗)).

Proof. To prove claim (i) one can just follow the proof of [9, Lem. 5.4] verbatim, merely
substituting AL/K for the projective Z[G]-sublattice L of OL that is used in loc. cit.

The property stated in claim (ii) is part of the axiomatic characterisation used by Breuning
to define the elements ULw/Kv in [9, Prop. 4.4].

To prove claim (iii) we note that elements δG(τ †L/K) and δGw,`(τ
†
Lw/Kv

) are respectively

denoted by τL/K and TLw/Kv in [10] and that the claimed congruence is thus equivalent to
the equality of [9, (36)]. �
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8. Results in special cases

In this section we compute aL/K explicitly in some important special cases and also give a
proof of Theorem 5.1.

8.1. Local results. The following result uses the element cF/E defined in (23).

Theorem 8.1. Let E/Q` be a finite extension and F/E a weakly ramified Galois extension of
odd degree with Galois group Γ = G(F/E). Then aF/E = cF/E if either F/E is tamely ramified
or if E/Q` is unramified and F/E is both abelian and has cyclic ramification subgroup.

Proof. We fix an embedding j` : Qc −→ Qc
` and use it to identify Γ̂ with the set of irreducible

Qc
`-valued characters of Γ.
By Proposition 7.1 and Taylor’s fixed point theorem it suffices to show that

(28) jt`,∗([AF/E , κF , HF ]− δΓ,`(j`(τ
Γ
E · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′F/E)))− UF/E − cF/E) = 0

with jt`,∗ as in (25).

At the outset we note that jt`,∗(UF/E) = 0 (by [9, Prop. 4.4]) and that if θ is any element

of F with AF/E = OE [Γ] · θ, then [9, Lem. 4.16] implies

[AF/E , κF , HF ] = δΓ,`

∑
χ∈Γ̂

eχδ
χ(1)
E · NE/Q`(θ | χ)

 .

We now assume F/E is tamely ramified. In this case Remark 7.4 implies both that cF/E
vanishes and δΓ,`((ψ2,∗ − 1)τ ′F/E) = δΓ,`((ψ2,∗ − 1)τF/E) and so the element on the left hand

side of (28) is equal to the image under jt`,∗ ◦ δΓ,` of x1 · x2 where for each χ in Γ̂ one has (in

terms of the notation in (7))

x1,χ :=
δ
χ(1)
E

j`(τ(Q`, indQ`
E 1E)χ(1))

and x2,χ :=
NE/Q`(θ | χ)

j`(τ(E,ψ2(χ)− χ))
.

The equality (28) is therefore true in this case since both (jt`,∗ ◦ δΓ,`)(x1) = 0 (as a conse-

quence of the obvious local analogue of (14)) and (jt`,∗ ◦ δΓ,`)(x2) = 0, as indicated by Erez in

the proof of [19, Prop. 8.2].
In the remainder of the argument we assume that E/Q` is unramified and F/E is both

abelian and has cyclic ramification subgroup. The proof in this case will heavily rely on the
computations of [5] (which in turn rely on the work of Pickett and Vinatier in [29]) and so,
for convenience, we switch to the notation introduced in §3.1 of loc. cit. (so that F,E and
Γ = G(F/E) are now replaced by N , K and G respectively).

In particular, we define αM as in [5, just before Lem. 5.1.4], let θ2 ∈ K ′ be such that
OK [G] · θ2 = OK′ and TK′/K(θ2) = 1 and recall that the product θ = αM · θ2 satisfies
AN/K = OK [G] · θ. (In this regard we observe that the assumption made in [5] that [K : Qp]
and [K ′ : K] are coprime is not needed for the results obtained in §5 of loc. cit.)

Each character ψ ∈ Ĝ is of the form χφ with an unramified character φ of GN/M and χ a
character of GN/K′ and from [5, Prop. 5.1.5] one has

NK/Q`(θ | χφ)

j`(τ(K,χφ))
=

{
NK/Q`(θ2 | φ), if χ = χ0,

p−m · χ(4) · NK/Q`(θ2 | φ) · φ(p2), if χ 6= χ0,
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where here and in the following we omit each occurrence of j` in our notation.

Now the proof of [5, Prop. 5.2.1] shows that τ(K,χφ) = τ(Q`, i
Q`
K (χφ)) and so (12) implies

τGK · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′N/K) = (
∑
φ,ψ

eχψτ(K,χφ)) · J2,N/K · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(y−1
N/K).

It follows that for each χ and φ one has

NK/Q`(θ | χφ)

(τGK · (ψ2,∗ − 1)(τ ′N/K))χφ
=

NK/Q`(θ | χφ)

τ(K,χφ) · τ(K,ψ2(χφ)− 2χφ) · y(K,χφ− ψ2(χφ))

=

{
NK/Q`(θ2 | φ) τ(K,2χφ−ψ2(χφ))

y(K,χφ−ψ2(χφ)) , if χ = χ0,

p−m · χ(4) · φ(p2) · NK/Q`)(θ2 | φ) τ(K,2χφ−ψ2(χφ))
y(K,χφ−ψ2(χφ)) , if χ 6= χ0.

These facts combine with the definition of cN/K to imply that (28) is valid if ker(jt`,∗ ◦ δG,`)
contains the element x3 of ζ(Qc

`[G])× for which for all χ and φ one has

x3,χφ =

{
NK/Q`(θ2 | φ) · τ(K, 2χφ− ψ2(χφ)), if χ = χ0,

p−m · χ(4) · φ(p2) · NK/Q`(θ2 | φ) · τ(K, 2χφ− ψ2(χφ)), if χ 6= χ0.

Now, as in the proof of [5, Th. 6.1, p. 1243], one can show that ker(jt`,∗ ◦ δG,`) contains the

element x′3 of ζ(Qc
`[G])× for which at all χ and φ one has

x′3,χφ =

{
NK/Q`(θ2 | φ), if χ = χ0,

χ(4) · φ(p2) · NK/Q`(θ2 | φ), if χ 6= χ0.

In addition, [5, Lem. 5.1.2] implies that for all χ and φ one has τ(K, 2χφ − ψ2(χφ)) =
τ(K, 2χ− χ2).

The required equality (jt`,∗ ◦ δG,`)(x3) = 0 is thus true if and only if (jt`,∗ ◦ δG,`)(x4) = 0

with x4 the element of ζ(Qc
`[G])× for which at each χ and φ one has

x4,χφ =

{
1, if χ = χ0,

p−mτ(K, 2χ− χ2), if χ 6= χ0.

But, by the last displayed formula in the proof of [29, Prop. 3.9], for each non-trivial
character χ one has

τ(K,χ) = pm · χ(c−1
χ ) · ψK(c−1

χ ) and τ(K,χ2) = pm · χ2((cχ/2)−1) · ψK((cχ/2)−1),

with ψK the standard additive character and cχ as described in [29, Prop. 3.9].
It follows that τ(K, 2χ − χ2) = pm · χ(4)−1 for non-trivial characters χ and hence that

x4,χφ = χ(4)−1 for all χ and φ. Given this description, it is clear that x4 ∈ ker(jt`,∗ ◦ δG,`), as

required to complete the proof of (28) in this case. �

Remark 8.2. The numerical results discussed in §10.1.3 (see, in particular, (35)) will show
that the equality aF/E = cF/E is not always valid.

8.2. Global results. In this section we derive several consequences of Theorem 8.1, including
a proof of Theorem 5.1.
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8.2.1. We shall first give a proof of Theorem 5.1.
Following Proposition 5.4, for each prime ` we write aL/K,` for the image of aL/K in

K0(Z`[G],Q`[G]).
Then Theorem 7.5 combines with the vanishing of aF/E for each tamely ramified extension

F/E of local fields (as proved in Theorem 8.1) to reduce the proof of Theorem 5.1(i) to showing
that for each ` for which there is an `-adic place v in WL/K the element aL/K,` belongs to
K0(Z`[G],Q`[G])tor.

In view of the explicit description of K0(Z`[G],Q`[G])tor given by the first author in [11,
Th. 4.1], it is thus enough to prove that for each such prime ` one has πHH/J(ρGH(aL/K,`)) = 0

for every cyclic subgroup H of G and every subgroup J of H with |H/J | prime to `.
Invoking the result of Theorem 6.1 it is thus enough to show that aF/E,` vanishes for all

towers of number fields K ⊆ E ⊆ F ⊆ L with L/E cyclic and the degree [F : E] prime to `.
However, in any such case, all `-adic places of E are tamely ramified in F/E and so Theorem
8.1 in conjunction with Theorem 7.5 (or (24)) implies aF/E,` vanishes, as required.

Claims (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 5.1 will follow from the same argument used to prove
Corollary 4.4.

Finally we note that claim (iv) follows directly from the definition of aL/K and the facts
that HL is a free G-module and ∂Z,Q,G ◦ δG is the zero homomorphism.

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

8.2.2. In order to describe a global consequence of Theorem 8.1 we define an ‘idelic twisted
unramified characteristic’ by setting

(29) cL/K :=
∑
`

∑
v|`

iGGw,Q`(cLw/Kv).

If v is at most tamely ramified in L/K, then cLw/Kv vanishes. This shows cL/K is a well-defined
element in K0(Z[G],Q[G]) and that

cL/K,` =

{
0, if ` 6∈ WQ

L/K ,∑
v|` i

G
Gw,Q`(cLw/Kv), if ` ∈ WQ

L/K .

In particular, by combining Theorems 7.5 and 8.1 one obtains the following result.

Corollary 8.3. Let L/K be a weakly ramified odd degree Galois extensions of number fields.
Then aL/K = cL/K whenever all of the following conditions are satisfied at each v in WL/K :

(i) The decomposition subgroup of v is abelian;
(ii) The inertia subgroup of v is cyclic;
(iii) The extension Kv/Q` is unramified, where ` = `(v) denotes the residue characteristic.

This result immediately combines with Theorem 5.1(ii) and (iii) to give the following explicit
consequence concerning the structures discussed in Examples 2.5 and 2.11.

Corollary 8.4. Under the hypotheses of Corollary 8.3 one has

[AL/K , hL,•] = Πmet
G (cL/K) + εmet

L/K and Disc(AL/K , tL/K) = Πherm
G (cL/K) + εherm

L/K .

It is therefore of interest to know when the classes Πmet
G (cL/K) and Πherm

G (cL/K) vanish and
the next result shows that this is often the case.
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Lemma 8.5. The images of cL/K in each of the groups Cl(G), A(G) and HCl(G) all vanish
if for each v ∈ WL/K one has either Iw = Gw or Iw is of prime power order.

Proof. We show that each of the individual terms in the definition of cL/K projects to zero.
We fix v in WL/K and set ` := `(v) and λw := (1 − eIw) + σweIw . If Gw = Iw, then
λw = 1. In the other case Iw is necessarily of `-power order. Hence for any prime p 6= `
we have δGw(λw) = 0 in K0(Zp[Gw],Qp[Gw]) since λw ∈ NrdQp[Gw](Zp[Gw]×). Therefore

πG,`(i
G
Gw

(δGw(λw)) = iGGw(δGw(λw)) in K0(Z[G],Q[G]).

We next show that cv := iGGw(δGw(λw)) belongs to both ker(∂1,1
G ◦ hrel

G ) and ker(∂2,1
G ◦ hrel

G ).

To do this we recall first that for α = (αχ)
χ∈Ĝ in ζ(Qc[G])× the element hrel

G (δG(α)) is

represented by the function χ 7→ (1, αχ). Thus the global analogue of the commutative

diagram (27) implies that hrel
G (cv) is represented by the pair (1, θ) with

θ(χ) =
∏

φ∈Ĝw/Iw

φ(σw)〈resGGw (χ),φ〉Gw .

The elements ∂1,1
G (hrel

G (cv)) and ∂2,1
G (hrel

G (cv)) are therefore represented by the pairs (1, |θ|)
and (1, θs), respectively, and so it is enough to show that the maps |θ| and θs are both trivial.

Since θ(χ) is a root of unity one has |θ|(χ) = |θ(χ)| = 1, and so |θ| is trivial.
In addition, the triviality of θs follows from the fact that if χ is a symplectic character of

G, then both 〈resGGw(χ), φ〉Gw = 〈resGGw(χ), φ〉Gw and φ(σw)φ(σw) = 1. �

Remark 8.6. In connection with Lemma 8.5 we note that if Lw/Kv is weakly ramified and
abelian, then class field theory implies Iw is of prime-power order (as a consequence of [30,
Cor. 2, p. 70]). In fact, at this stage we know of no example in which the projection of cL/K
to any of the groups Cl(G), A(G) and HCl(G) does not vanish. It is, however, not difficult to
show that the element cL/K itself does not always vanish. For example, if G is abelian, then
K0(Z[G],Q[G]) identifies with the group of invertible Z[G]-sublattices of Q[G]. In particular,
if L/Q is an abelian p-extension in which, for any p-adic place w of L, one has Iw ( Gw = G,
then (1− eIw) + σweIw does not belong to Z[G] and so cL/Q 6= 0.

Remark 8.7. The element cL/K is in general different from, and better behaved than, the
simpler variant δG((ψ2,∗ − 1)(yL/K)). In particular, whilst it is straightforward to show that
cL/K enjoys the same functorial properties under change of extension as those described in
Theorem 6.1, the same is not true of δG((ψ2,∗ − 1)(yL/K)).

9. Effective computations and Vinatier’s Conjecture

In this section we first refine Corollary 5.3 by explaining how to make an effective compu-
tation of the set of realisable classes Rwr

K (Γ).
We then apply this observation to consider a conjecture of Vinatier in the setting of two

natural infinite families of extensions which will then be investigated numerically in §10.
In §9.2.2 we consider the family of extensions of smallest degree for which Vinatier’s Con-

jecture is not currently known to be valid and, whilst studying this case, we obtain evidence
(described in Proposition 10.2) that aL/K may be controlled by the idelic twisted unramified
characteristic cL/K in cases beyond those considered in Corollary 8.3.

Motivated by this last rather surprising observation, we consider in §9.2.3 a family of
extensions of smallest possible degree for which the projection of cL/K to Cl(G(L/K)) might
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not vanish, and hence that a close link between aL/K and cL/K need not be consistent with
the validity of Vinatier’s Conjecture.

In all of the cases that we compute, however, we find both that Vinatier’s Conjecture is
valid and the projection of cL/K to Cl(G(L/K)) vanishes.

At the same time, our methods also give a new proof of the epsilon constant conjecture
formulated in [2] for an infinite family of wildly ramified Galois extensions of number fields.

9.1. The general result. Recall that for each number field K and finite abstract group Γ
of odd order we write WRK(Γ) for the set of fields L that are weakly ramified odd degree
Galois extensions of K and for which G(L/K) is isomorphic to Γ.

Theorem 9.1. Let K be a number field and Γ a finite abstract group whose order is both odd
and coprime to the number of roots of unity in K.

Then there exists a finite set WR∗K(Γ) of Galois extensions E of K which have all of the
following properties:

(i) there exists an injective homomorphism of groups iE : G(E/K)→ Γ;
(ii) there exists a unique place v of K that ramifies both wildly and weakly in E and for

which there exists a unique place w of E above v;
(iii) all places of K other than v that divide |Γ| are completely split in E/K;
(iv) for each L in WRK(Γ) and every E in WR∗K(Γ) there exists an integer nL,E ∈ {0, 1}

so that in K0(Z[Γ],Qc[Γ]) one has

iL,∗(aL/K) =
∑

E∈WR∗K(Γ)

nL,E · iΓim(iE)(iE,∗(aE/K)).

Proof. We recall first that for each place v of K the set Rv(K,Γ) of isomorphism classes of
Galois extensions E/Kv for which G(E/Kv) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Γ is finite.

We next fix a weakly ramified Galois extension L/K for which the group G := G(L/K) is
isomorphic to the given group Γ. We recall that Theorems 7.5 and 8.1 combine to imply that
there is a finite sum decomposition

(30) aL/K =
∑

`∈WQ
L/K

∑
v|`

iGGw,Q`(aLw/Kv)

For each place v in this sum the (weakly ramified) Galois extension Lw/Kv is isomorphic
to one of the Galois extensions E/Kv in the finite set Rv(K,Γ).

Further, since we are assuming |Γ| is coprime to the number of roots of unity in K a result

of Neukirch [26, Cor. 2, p. 156] implies that there exists a finite Galois extension Ẽ/K with
both of the following properties:

(P1) Ẽ has a unique place w̃ above v and the completion Ẽw̃/Kv is isomorphic to E/Kv

(and hence to Lw/Kv);

(P2) if v′ is any place of K which divides |Γ|, and v′ 6= v, then v′ is totally split in Ẽ/K.

These conditions imply that the global extension Ẽ/K is weakly ramified and that the

isomorphism of Ẽw/Kv with Lw/Kv induces a natural identification

(31) G(Ẽ/K) ∼= G(Lw/Kv) ∼= Gw.
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In addition, since v is the only place of K that is not tamely ramified in Ẽ/K the results
of Theorem 7.5 and 8.1(i) combine to imply

(32) aẼ/K = aLw/Kv .

We now define WR∗K(Γ) to be the finite set of extensions Ẽ/K that are obtained from
the above construction as v runs over the places of K that divide |Γ|. We note that this
set satisfies the claimed property (i) as a consequence of the isomorphisms (31), it satisfies
property (ii) and (iii) as a consequence of the properties (P1) and (P2) above and it satisfies
property (iv) as a consequence of the equalities (30) and (32). �

Remark 9.2. The above argument also shows that |WR∗K(Γ)| ≤
∑

v||Γ| ν̃(Kv,Γ) where ν̃(Kv,Γ)

denotes the number of non-isomorphic Galois extensions of Kv whose Galois group is isomor-
phic to a subgroup of Γ. In this context we recall that if Γ is a p-group then ν̃(Kv,Γ) is
explicitly computed by work of Shafarevich [31] and Yamagishi [38]. We also recall that Pauli
and Roblot [28] have developed an algorithm for the computation of all extensions of a p-adic
field of a given degree. One can therefore use the results of [31] and [38] to design an algorithm
to compute all p-extensions with a given p-group (see [28, § 10]).

9.2. Applications to Vinatier’s Conjecture. Vinatier has conjectured that for any weakly
ramified odd degree Galois extension L of Q the G(L/Q)-module AL/Q is free (see [37, §1,
Conj.]) and we now apply our techniques to study this conjecture.

9.2.1. We first reformulate the conjecture in terms of the elements aL/K (global) and aF/E
(local).

If F/E is a Galois extension of `-adic fields, then we use the decomposition (2) to view
aF/E as an element of K0(Z[G(F/E)],Q[G(F/E)]).

Proposition 9.3. The following are equivalent:

(i) For all odd degree weakly ramified Galois extensions L/K of number fields the G(L/K)-
module AL/K is free.

(ii) For all odd degree weakly ramified Galois extensions L/K of number fields the element
aL/K projects to zero in Cl(G(L/K)).

(iii) For all odd degree weakly ramified Galois extensions F/E of local fields the element
aF/E projects to zero in Cl(G(F/E)).

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is Lemma 9.4 below and (ii) follows directly from (iii)
and Theorem 7.5.

We finally assume (ii) and for a local extension F/E we choose a number field K and a
place v of K such that Kv is isomorphic to E and |G(F/E)| is coprime to the number of roots
of unity in K. (Since G(F/E) is of odd order the existence of such a field K is easily implied
by the main result of Henniart [25].)

Then by the construction in the proof of Theorem 9.1 we find a global extension Ẽ/K with
the properties (P1) and (P2).

It follows that aẼ/K = aF/E , and hence that aF/E projects to zero in Cl(G(F/E)), as

required to prove (iii). �

Lemma 9.4. Let L/K be an odd degree weakly ramified Galois extension of number fields of
group G. Then the G-module AL/K is free if and only if the image of aL/K in Cl(G) vanishes.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1(iv) one has ∂Z,Q,G(aL/K) = [AL/K ] in Cl(G). Given this, the equiva-
lence of the stated conditions follows immediately from the fact that, as G has odd order, a
finitely generated projective G-module is free if and only if its class in Cl(G) vanishes. �

9.2.2. By [35] Vinatier’s conjecture is known to be true for extensions L/Q with the property
that the decomposition group of each wildly ramified prime is abelian. The family of non-
abelian Galois extensions of degree p3, for some odd prime p, is thus the family of smallest
possible degree for which Vinatier’s conjecture is not known to be valid. Such extensions were
considered (in special cases) by Vinatier in [36].

In the following result we study the number of corresponding such extensions of the base
field Qp. This result (which will be proved at the end of this section) shows that the bounds
on the number of such extensions that are discussed in Remark 9.2 can be improved if one
imposes ramification conditions.

Proposition 9.5. Let p be an odd prime. Then there exist exactly p (non-isomorphic) weakly
ramified non-abelian Galois extensions of Qp of degree p3. Exactly one of these extensions
has exponent p and the remaining p− 1 extensions have exponent p2.

As in the proof of Theorem 9.1 we find for each odd prime p and each weakly ramified
non-abelian Galois extension F of Qp of degree p3 a global weakly ramified Galois extension
N/Q of degree p3 such that Nw/Qp ' F/Qp.

Definition 9.6. For each odd prime p we fix a set F(p) of global weakly ramified Galois
extensions N/Q of degree p3 such that the localizations give the set of local extensions as in
Proposition 9.5 (so |F(p)| = p). Let K be a number field. For a finite set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of

odd primes pi we define L(P ) to be the set of extensions L/K such that WQ
L/K ⊆ P and such

that for each v ∈ WL/K the following conditions hold:

(i) Set p := `(v). Then the decomposition group Gw is a p-group of order at most p3

(ii) Kv = Qp.

Theorem 9.7. Let K be a number field and let P = {p1, . . . , pn} be a finite set of odd primes.
Then the following are equivalent:

(i) For all extensions L/K in L(P ) the G-module AL/K is free.
(ii) For all extensions N/Q in in the finite set ∪ni=1F(pi) the G-module AN/K is free.

Proof. Obviously (i) implies (ii). For the other implication fix an extensions L/K in L(P ).
By Lemma 9.4 we have to show that the element aL/K projects to zero in Cl(G). By Theorem
7.5 together with Proposition 8.1(i) we have

aL/K =
∑

v∈WL/K

iGGw,Qc`(v)
(aLw/Kv).

It is therefore enough to show that each of the terms aLw/Kv projects to zero in Cl(Z[Gw]).
By our assumptions Kv = Qp for a prime p ∈ P and G(Lw/Qp) is a p-group of order at
most p3. If |G(Lw/Qp)| ≤ p2 then Lw/Qp is abelian and aLw/Qp = 0 by the relevant case of

Theorem 8.1. If |GLw/Qp | = p3 then by the definition of L(P ) the local extension Lw/Qp is
the localisation of one of the extensions N/Q in F(p), so that we have aN/Q = aLw/Qp . The
claim now follows from Lemma 9.4. �
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In the rest of this section we give the postponed proof of Proposition 9.5.
As a first step we recall that there are two isomorphism classes of non-abelian groups of

order p3, with respective presentations

(33)

{
〈a, b | ap2

= 1 = bp, b−1ab = a1+p〉,
〈a, b, c | ap = bp = cp = 1, ab = bac, ac = ca, bc = cb〉,

the first having exponent p2 and the second exponent p (see, for example, [24, §4.4]). In both
cases the centre Z(G) of the group G has order p (being generated by ap and c respectively)
and the quotient group G/Z(G) is isomorphic to Z/pZ× Z/pZ.

Any weakly ramified non-abelian Galois extension L of Qp of degree p3 must thus contain
a subfield E that is Galois over Qp and such that both G(L/E) is central in G(L/Qp) and
G(E/Qp) is isomorphic to Z/p × Z/p. Since Q×p /(Q×p )p has order p2 local class field theory
implies E is the compositum of the unique subextension E1 of Qp(ζp2) of degree p over Qp

and of the unique unramified extension E2 of Qp of degree p (and hence is weakly ramified,
as required). In the sequel we set G := G(L/Qp), H := G(L/E),Γ := G(E/Qp) and ∆ :=
G(E/E1).

If L/E is a weakly ramified degree p extension such that L/Qp is Galois, then L/Qp is
weakly ramified. Indeed, G2 ∩H = H2 = 1 and hence G2 ' G2H/H. By Herbrand’s theorem
we obtain G2H/H = (G/H)2, which is trivial since E/Qp is weakly ramified. The required
fields therefore correspond to weakly ramified degree p extensions L of E which are Galois
over Qp.

For each subfield F of E we write pF for the maximal ideal of the valuation ring OF of F ,

U
(i)
F for each natural number i for the group 1 +piF of i-th principal units of F and µ′F for the

maximal finite subgroup of F× of order prime to p. If L/F is abelian we also write recL/F for

the reciprocity map F× → GL/F .
If L/E is unramified, then the ramification degree of L/Qp is p so that L contains both E1

and the unramified extension of Qp of degree p2 and so L is abelian over Qp.
On the other hand, if L/E is ramified, then the inertia subgroup G0 has order p2. In

addition, since L/Qp is assumed to be weakly ramified, the group G0 = G1 identifies with
G1/G2 and so is isomorphic to a subgroup of U1

Qp/U
2
Qp and therefore has exponent dividing p.

It follows that G0 is not cyclic and hence that L/Qp is not abelian. We have therefore shown
that L/Qp is abelian if and only if L/E is unramified.

In summary, there is thus a field diagram of the following sort.

L

E

ptotally weakly ramified

E1

p
unramified

E2

totally weakly ramified

p

Qp

p

totally weakly ramified unramified

p
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By an easy exercise one checks that L/E is weakly ramified if and only if the upper ramifi-
cation subgroup H2 vanishes. By local class field theory, the desired extensions L are therefore
in bijective correspondence with subgroups N of E× that are Γ-stable (as L/Qp is Galois),

contain U
(2)
E (by [30, Cor. 3 p. 228]), contain E×p (as E×/N has exponent p) and contain

IΓ(E×) (as Γ acts trivial on E×/N ' Z(G)), where IΓ denotes the augmentation ideal of
Z[Γ].

We note next that there are isomorphisms of abelian groups

(34) (U
(1)
E /U

(2)
E )Γ

∼=
((
pE/p

2
E

)
∆

)
Γ/∆
∼=
(
pE1/p

2
E1

)
Γ/∆
∼= (Z/pZ)Γ/∆ = Z/pZ

where the first map is induced by the natural isomorphism U
(1)
E /U

(2)
E
∼= pE/p

2
E . The second

isomorphism is induced by the field-theoretic trace TrE/E1
. Indeed, since E/E1 is unramified,

the induced map
(
pE/p

2
E

)
∆
∼= pE1/p

2
E1

is surjective with kernel Ĥ−1(∆, pE/p
2
E), which is

trivial since piE is Zp[∆]-free for each non-negative integer i. The third is induced by the fact
that pE1/p

2
E1
∼= OE1/pE1 has order p (since E1/Qp is totally ramified).

To be explicit we fix a uniformizing parameter π of E1 and recall that E× = 〈π〉×µ′E×U
(1)
E .

Any γ ∈ Γ can be written in the form γ = γ1γ2 with γ1 ∈ G(E/E1), γ2 ∈ G(E/E2). The

wild inertia group Γ1 is equal to G(E/E2) and hence we obtain πγ−1 = πγ2−1 ∈ U (1)
E1
⊆ U (1)

E .

In addition, by (34) and the fact that TrE/E1
acts as multiplication by p on pE1 , we see that

πγ−1 has trivial image in (U
(1)
E /U

(2)
E )Γ.

We set

T := 〈
(
E×
)p
, U

(2)
E , IΓ(E×)〉 = 〈

(
E×
)p
, U

(2)
E , IΓ(U

(1)
E )〉

and note that the map

E× → 〈π〉/〈πp〉 × (U
(1)
E /U

(2)
E )Γ, πaεy 7→ (πa mod 〈πp〉, yU (2)

E mod IΓ(U
(1)
E /U

(2)
E )),

where a ∈ Z, ε ∈ µ′E and y ∈ U (1)
E , induces an isomorphism of the quotient group Q := E×/T

with the direct product 〈π〉/〈πp〉 × (U
(1)
E /U

(2)
E )Γ

∼= Z/pZ× Z/pZ.

In particular, if we fix an element u of U
(1)
E that generates (U

(1)
E /U

(2)
E )Γ, then the order p

subgroups of Q correspond to the subgroups generated by the classes of the elements u and
π · ui for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , p− 1}.

In addition, since L/E is ramified if and only if N does not contain u, the quotients that
we require correspond to the subgroups Qi := 〈π · ui mod T 〉 for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , p− 1}. The
corresponding subgroups Ni of E× are given by Ni := 〈πui, T 〉 and we write Li for the fields
that correspond to Ni via local class field theory.

If i 6= 0, then Qi does not contain the class of π so G(Li/E) is generated by recLi/E(π) =

recLi/E1
(NE/E1

(π)) = recLi/E1
(π)p and hence G(Li/E1) is cyclic of order p2 (and so G(Li/Qp)

has exponent p2).
Finally we claim that G(L0/Qp) has exponent p. To prove this it is enough, in view of

the possible presentations (33), to show G(L0/Qp) contains two non-cyclic subgroups of order
p2. Hence, since its inertia subgroup G(L0/E2) is one such subgroup (as L0/Qp is weakly
ramified), it is enough to prove G(L0/E1) also has exponent p.

To do this we note G(L0/E) is generated by recL0/E(u) = recL0/E1
(NE/E1

(u)) and so it

suffices to show NE/E1
(u) is not contained in the subgroup NL0/E1

(L×0 ) of E×1 . But the above
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argument shows that the class of NE/E1
(u) generates U

(1)
E1
/U

(2)
E1

whilst one has

NL0/E1
(L×0 ) = NE/E1

(〈〈π〉, µ′E , U
(2)
E , IΓ(U

(1)
E )〉)

= 〈〈πp〉, µ′E1
, U

(2)
E1
, IΓ/∆(U

(1)
E1

)〉 ⊆ 〈〈πp〉, µ′E1
, U

(2)
E1
〉

and so NL0/E1
(L×0 ) cannot contain an element of U

(1)
E1

that projects to a generator of U
(1)
E1
/U

(2)
E1

.
This completes the proof of Proposition 9.5.

9.2.3. Following Lemma 8.5 and Remark 8.6, the weakly ramified Galois extensions L/Q of
smallest degree for which the projection of cL/Q to Cl(G(L/Q)) might not vanish are non-

abelian and of degree `2p for an odd prime p and an odd prime ` that divides p − 1. This
motivates us to investigate such extensions numerically (in §10.2) and the next result lays the
groundwork for such investigations by determining a family of local extensions that satisfies
the required conditions.

Proposition 9.8. Let ` and p be odd primes with ` dividing p− 1 . Then there exist exactly
` (non-isomorphic) weakly ramified non-abelian Galois extensions L of Qp of degree `2p with
G(E/Qp) ∼= Z/lZ× Z/lZ, where E := LC and C is the Sylow-p-subgroup of G(L/Qp).

Proof. Let L/Qp be an extension with the stated conditions and set G := G(L/Qp). Then G
has exactly one Sylow-p-subgroup which we label C. We set E := LC and note that E/Qp is
abelian and that G(E/Qp) ' Z/`Z× Z/`Z.

As ` divides p−1 the `-th roots of unity are contained in Qp and Q×p /(Q×p )` ' Z/`Z×Z/`Z,
so that E is the maximal abelian extension of Qp of exponent `. Explicitly, E = E1E2 where
E1 is the unramified extension of degree ` and E2 := Qp(

√̀
p). By local class field theory L

corresponds to a subgroup X of E× such that X is stable under the action of Γ := G/C,

|E×/X| = p and U
(2)
E ⊆ X (by [30, Cor. 3 p. 228]).

Let H be a subgroup of Γ such that |H| = `. Since H is cyclic the extension L/EH is
abelian if and only if H acts trivially on E×/X. As a consequence ∆ := G(E/E1) acts non
trivially on E×/X since otherwise G(L/E1) = G0(L/Qp) would be abelian and by [30, Cor. 2,
p. 70] this contradicts G2(L/E1) = 1.

Since p - |Γ| the Fp[Γ]-module E×/X decomposes as E×/X =
⊕

φ eφ(E×/X) where φ runs

over the Fp-valued abelian characters of Γ and eφ denotes the usual idempotent in Fp[Γ]. In
addition, since |E×/X| = p, exactly one of the components, for φ = φ0 say, is non-trivial.

Since H0 := ker(φ0) acts trivially on eφ0(E×/X) we deduce that H0 6= ∆. In addition, for

any subgroup H of Γ one has TH(E×/X) = (E×/X)H and so, since (E×/X)Γ ⊆ (E×/X)∆ =
0, we deduce H0 6= Γ.

We claim that X contains 〈µ′E ,
√̀
p, U

(2)
E , IH0(U

(1)
E )〉. To see this note µ′E ⊆ X as (µ′E)p =

µ′E . Since T∆(E×/X) = 0 we obtain T∆(
√̀
p) = NE2/Qp(

√̀
p) = p = (

√̀
p)` ∈ X. As ` 6= p it

follows that
√̀
p ∈ X. Finally, as L/EH0 is abelian, X must contain IH0(E×), and hence also

IH0(U
(1)
E ), as required.

We will show below that for any subgroup H of Γ with |H| = ` and H 6= ∆ the subgroup

X(H) := 〈µ′E ,
√̀
p, U

(2)
E , IH(U

(1)
E )〉

is both stable under Γ and satisfies |E×/X(H)| = p.
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This will show, in particular, that X = X(H0). Conversely, since each subgroup X(H)
corresponds by local class field theory (and [30, p. 70, Cor. 2]) to a weakly ramified extension
L/Qp as in the proposition, we will also have proved that the extensions L in the proposition
correspond uniquely to the subgroups H of Γ with |H| = ` and H 6= ∆.

It thus remains to show that for each subgroup H as above the subgroup X(H) is stable
under Γ and such that |E×/X(H)| = p.

Since γ(
√̀
p) ≡ √̀p (mod µ′E) for all γ ∈ Γ it is immediate that X(H) is Γ-stable. The

extension E/EH is unramified and therefore

(U
(1)
E /U

(2)
E )H ' (U

(1)
E /U

(2)
E )H ' (pE/p

2
E)H ' pEH/p

2
EH ' Z/pZ,

where the first isomorphism holds since each U
(n)
E is H-cohomologically trivial, the sec-

ond is canonical and the third is induced by the trace map trE/EH . On the other hand,

(U
(1)
E /U

(2)
E )H = U

(1)
E /IH(U

(1)
E )U

(2)
E and so the decomposition E× = 〈√̀p〉 × µ′E × U

(1)
E implies

that the quotient E×/X(H) ' U (1)
E /IH(U

(1)
E )U

(1)
E is isomorphic to Z/pZ, as required. �

Remark 9.9. Assume the situation of Proposition 9.8. Then the extension E/Qp has ` subex-
tensions F1, . . . , F` (corresponding to the subgroups H of Γ with |H| = ` and H 6= ∆) that
are ramified over Qp. For each such Fi there exists precisely one extension L/Qp that satisfies
the assumptions of Proposition 9.8 and is also such that L/Fi is abelian.

10. Numerical examples

In this section we investigate numerically, and thereby prove, Vinatier’s conjecture for two
infinite families of non-abelian weakly ramified Galois extensions of Q.

At the same time we shall also explicitly compute both sides of the equality in Conjecture
7.2 for all weakly ramified non-abelian Galois extensions of Q3 of degree 27 and exponent 3,
thereby verifying this conjecture, and hence also Breuning’s local epsilon constant conjecture,
in this case.

10.1. Extensions of degree 27.

10.1.1. We first compute explicitly a set F(3) as in Definition 9.6. To do this we have to find
3 weakly ramified Galois extensions L of Q of degree 27 with a unique 3-adic place w and
such that Lw/Qp runs over all extensions as in Proposition 9.5.

In the following p denotes 3. We shall also only consider Galois extensions F/Q that have
a unique place w above p and so we write Fp in place of Fw.

We let E1 be the subextension of Q(ζp2) of degree p and E2 an abelian extension of degree
p such that p is inert in E2. We set E := E1E2 and let p denote the unique prime ideal of
OE above p. We write Γ for the Galois group of E/Q.

Set Q2 := {α ∈
(
OE/p2

)× | α ≡ 1 (mod p)} and note that (Q2)Γ ' (U
(1)
Ep
/U

(2)
Ep

)Γ ' Z/pZp.
Let u ∈ OE be such that the class of u generates (Q2)Γ and let π ∈ OE be a uniformizing
element for p.

By algorithmic global class field theory we compute ray class groups cl(qp2) of conductor
qp2 for small positive integers q with (q, p) = 1 and search for subgroups U ≤ cl(qp2) of index
p which are invariant under Γ and such that the corresponding extension L/E is ramified at
p. Each such U corresponds to a Galois extension L/Q whose completion at p is one of the
extensions of Proposition 9.5. As shown in the proof of Proposition 9.5 the local extensions
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Lp/Qp are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements πub for b ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1}.
More precisely, there is exactly one b such that recLp/Qp(πu

b) = 1. Thus we have to find
extensions L/Q such that the resulting integers b range from 0 to p− 1. In order to compute
recLp/Qp(πu

b) we compute ξ ∈ OE such that ξ ≡ π (mod q) and ξ ≡ u−b (mod p2). Then

class field theory shows that recLp/Qp(πu
b) = recL/Q(ξOE) which can be computed globally.

This approach is implemented in MAGMA. For E2 we used the cubic subextension of
Q(ζ19) and found a set of 3 global extensions L/Q by taking q ∈ {4, 5, . . . , 30}. The minimal
polynomials of the extensions are recorded in the file WeaklyRamifiedFields.data which can
be downloaded from the first author’s homepage.

10.1.2. Using results of [6] one can explicitly compute Cl(G) as an abstract group for each
finite group G. In particular, for the two non-abelian groups of order 27 one finds in this way
that Cl(G) is cyclic of order 9.

For each of the extensions L/Q computed in the last section we can use the algorithm
described in [7, § 5] to compute the logarithm of [AL/Q] in Cl(G) with G := G(L/Q). Since
G is of odd order, AL/Q is a free G-module if and only if [AL/Q] is trivial.

In a little more detail, we first compute a normal basis element θ ∈ OL and the G-module
Aθ ⊆ Q[G] such that Aθθ = AL/Q. Then Aθ ' AL/Q and the element [Aθ, id,Z[G]] ∈
K0(Z[G],Q[G]) projects to the class of AL/Q in Cl(G). The algorithm in [7] now solves the
discrete logarithm problem for [Aθ,`, id,Z`[G]] in K0(Z`[G],Q`[G]) for each of the primes `
dividing the generalized index [Aθ : Z[G]] and then uses the recipe described in [7, § 5] to
compute the logarithm of [AL/Q] in Cl(G).

However, for an arbitrary choice of θ the algorithm will in general fail because of efficiency
problems since this set of primes ` is often too large and contains primes ` which are much too
big. We therefore first compute a maximal order M in Q[G] containing Z[G] and an element
δ ∈ Q[G] such thatMAθ =Mδ. This is achieved by the method described in Step (1) to (5)
of Algorithm 3.1 in [8]. We then set θ′ := δ(θ) and start over again by computing Aθ′ such
that Aθ′ · θ′ = AL/Q. Then one has M · θ′ =MAθ · θ =MAL/Q =MAθ′ · θ′.

Localizing at prime divisors ` of G we obtain Z(`)[G] · θ′ = Aθ′,(`) · θ′ and hence Z(`)[G] =
Aθ′,(`). It follows that we only need to solve the discrete logarithm problem for [Aθ′,`, id,Z`[G]]
in K0(Z`[G],Q`[G]) for primes ` dividing |G|.

The computations show that for each of the 3 extensions computed in the previous section
the G-module AL/Q is free. As a consequence of these computations and Theorem 9.7 we
obtain the following result.

Theorem 10.1. For all extensions in L(3) the G-module AL/K is free. In particular, Vinatier’s
conjecture holds for all non-abelian extensions L/Q of degree 27.

10.1.3. We now show how to compute aL/Q for the extension L/Q in F(3) of exponent 3. By
Theorems 7.5 and 8.1 we have aL/Q = aLp/Qp and both aLp/Qp and the right hand side of the
equality in Conjecture 7.2 can be computed by adapting the methods of [4]. In the following
we indicate where special care has to be taken to improve the performance of the general
implementation used to obtain the results of [4]

For the computation of [AL/Q, κL, HL] we choose a normal basis element θ and write

[AL/Q, κL, HL] = [Z[G] · θ, κL, HL] + [pAL/Q, id,Z[G] · θ] + δG(NrdQ[G](p)).
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For computational reasons we proceed as in §10.1.2 and choose θ such thatM· θ =MAL/Q.
The second and the third term are straightforward to compute and the first term is given by
norm resolvents (see, for example, [4, (13)]).

For the computation of δG,p(jp((ψ2,∗− 1)(τ ′Lp/Qp)) we first digress to describe the character

theory of non-abelian groups of order p3.
The centre Z = Z(G) of any such group G is equal to the commutator subgroup of G and

the quotient G/Z is isomorphic to Z/pZ × Z/pZ so that G has p2 linear characters of order
dividing p.

It is also easy to see that G has normal subgroups A that are isomorphic to Z/pZ× Z/pZ
and contain Z. We fix such a subgroup A and for each non-trivial character λ of Z we choose

a character ψ ∈ Â which restricts to give λ on Z. Then it can be shown that indGA(ψ) depends
only on λ and does not depend on the choice of ψ. In addition, it is an irreducible character
of G of degree p. Since (p− 1)p2 + p2 = p3 we have found all irreducible characters of G.

In particular, for p = 3 the characters of G comprise the trivial character, 8 linear characters
of order 3 and two characters of degree 3.

Returning now to the computation of local Galois Gauss sums we essentially proceed as
described in [3, § 2.5] but for reasons of efficiency must take care in the ’Brauer induction
step’ of loc. cit.

The computation of τ(Qp, χ) for abelian characters is clear. Let now χ = indGA(ψ) be one

of the characters of degree p. We set M := LA and N := Lker(ψ) and use

τ(Qp, χ) = τ(Qp, indGA(ψ − 1A))τ(Qp, indGA(1A)) = τ(Mp, ψ − 1A)τ(Qp, indGA(1A))

= τ(Mp, ψ)
∏
ϕ∈Ĝ

ϕ|A=1A

τ(Qp, ϕ).

The problematic part is the computation of τ(Mp, ψ). To explain why we write f(ψ) for
the conductor of ψ and choose c ∈Mp such that f(ψ)DMp/Qp = cOMp . Then

τ(Mp, ψ) =
∑
x

ψ
(
recNp/Mp

(x/c)
)
ψadd (x/c)

where ψadd denotes the standard additive character and x runs over a set of representatives

of O×Mp
modulo U

(2)
Mp

. From an algorithmic point of view it is now important to choose the

subgroup A such that LA/Q is totally ramified (e.g. we may take A = G(L/E1)) because

then O×Mp
/U

(2)
Mp

has order 6 as compared to order 702 if M/Q were the unique unramified

subextension of L/Q.
From the explicit description of the unramified characteristic in (8) it is now easy to compute

τ ′(Qp, χ) = τ(Qp, χ)y(Qp, χ)−1 for all χ ∈ Ĝ and based on this it is straightforward by the
methods of [7] to compute the term δG,p(jp((ψ2,∗(τ

′
Lp/Qp)))).

Our computations show that for the extension L/Q in F(3) of exponent 3 we have

(35) aLp/Qp = −cLp/Qp 6= cLp/Qp

with the twisted unramified characteristic defined in (23). Combining this with Theorems 7.5
and 8.1 we obtain the following result.
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Proposition 10.2. If L/K belongs to L(3) and is such that Gw is of order 27 and exponent
3 for each wildly ramified place w of L, then aL/K = −cL/K where cL/K is as defined in (29).

Remark 10.3. The equality aL/K = −cL/K in Proposition 10.2 combines with the results of
Theorems 5.1(iv) and 10.1 to imply that the image of cL/K in Cl(G) vanishes. Under the
stated conditions, this fact also follows directly from Lemma 8.5.

Remark 10.4. Proposition 10.2 combines with Corollary 8.3 to give a rather striking fact: for
every extension of number fields L/K for which we have been able to compute aL/K explicitly
one has aL/K ∈ {cL/K ,−cL/K}. In this context, the observation in Remark 8.7 is perhaps also
of relevance.

Remark 10.5. By adapting the methods implemented for [4] one can also compute the right
hand side of the equality in Conjecture 7.2 for the extension L/Q in F(3) of exponent 3.
These computations show that

ELp/Qp − J2,Lp/Qp + cLp/Qp −MLp/Qp = −cLp/Qp ,
and thus prove Conjecture 7.2, and hence also Breuning’s conjecture, for these extensions.
Combining this fact with [10, Th. 4.1] and [2, Cor. 7.6] we see that the central conjecture of
[2] is valid for all L/K in L(3) for which Gw has order 27 and exponent 3 for each wildly
ramified place w of L.

10.2. Extensions of degree 63.

10.2.1. Let ` and p be odd primes with ` dividing p−1. We now sketch how to compute a set
of Galois extensions L/Q of degree `2p such that L/Q is at most tamely ramified outside p
and the extensions Lw/Qp cover the set of local extensions of Proposition 9.8 (where as usual
w denotes the unique place of L above p).

We use a simple heuristic approach which is motivated by the proof of Proposition 9.8 and
which works well for ` = 3 and p = 7.

We fix a cyclic extension E1/Q of degree ` such that p is inert and ` is unramified. By
local class field theory we know that there are up to isomorphism exactly ` totally ramified
cyclic extensions N/Qp of degree `. We compute a set F of cyclic extensions F/Q of degree `
such that ` is unramified and such that the completions Fw/Qp range over the set of totally
ramified cyclic extensions N/Qp of degree `.

For each field E2 ∈ F we set E := E1E2 and let p denote the unique prime ideal of OE
above p. We then compute ray class groups cl(qp2) of conductor qp2 for small positive integers
q with (q, `p) = 1 and search for subgroups U of cl(qp2) of index p that are invariant under
G(E/Q) and such that the corresponding extension is both wildly and weakly ramified above
p. A quick search using MAGMA produces these extensions. We also record the minimal
polynomials in the file WeaklyRamifiedFields.data which can be downloaded from the first
author’s homepage.

10.2.2. We now fix ` := 3 and p := 7 and apply class group methods to verify Vinatier’s
conjecture for the three extensions L/Q described in the previous section. The principal
approach is exactly the same as described in §10.1.2.

For the locally free class group of a non-abelian group G of order 63 such that G/C '
Z/3Z× Z/3Z (where C denotes the Sylow-7-subgroup) one finds that Cl(G) is isomorphic to
Z/3Z× Z/3Z× Z/12Z.
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Our computations show that for each of the three extensions L computed in the previous
subsection Vinatier’s conjecture is valid. Taken in conjunction with Theorem 7.5 and Lemma
9.4 this fact implies the following result.

Theorem 10.6. Let L/K be a weakly ramified odd degree Galois extension of number fields
for which at each wildly ramified place v of K one has Kv = Q7, |Gw| = 63 and Gw/Cw
is isomorphic to Z/3Z × Z/3Z, where w denote a fixed place of L above v and Cw is the
Sylow-7-subgroup of Gw. Then AL/K is a free G(L/K)-module.

Remark 10.7. One can also use numerical methods to show that for each of the extensions
L/K considered in Theorem 10.6 the projection of cL/K to Cl(G) vanishes. Such computations
are again consistent with there being a close link between aL/K and cL/K .
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